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ABSTRACT
This study employed the Multiple Intelligences Theory (MIT) proposed by Howard
Gardner. The purpose of this research was to identify the effects of applying this approach
when teaching English to basic-level students. Through applying lesson plans based on
MIT some strengths and weaknesses of students when learning English as a foreign
language were identified. Additionally, lesson plans and activities were designed to reveal
different intelligences inherent in the students. It was highly important for the teacher
researcher to recognize and apply the correct activities according to each intelligence.
This study was carried out at Fundacion Alianza Social Educativa (ASE), which is a
non-profit organization providing supplementary studies, where English courses at different
levels are offered to children, teenagers and adults. The target participants of this study
were 10 students and their ages were between 8-10 years. They were part of the basic level
course.
The action research adopted mix-method paradigm, where the data collection
instruments were applied to three stages of the action research cycle: In the first diagnostic
stage, a survey and a questionnaire were employed to find the dominant Multiple
Intelligences that each student possessed. In the planning stage, the teacher researcher
designed her classes incorporating strategies for each of the seven intelligences. In the
following implementation stage, the students were observed in detail during each session
where MIT based activities were applied. The teacher researcher used the field journals for
recording the behavior of the students. Lastly, in the final stage the teacher researcher
applied a close -ended interview related to students’ perceptions of the activities based on
MIT. The pre-service teacher used content analysis in an inductive approach to analyze
qualitative data collected.
Several positive findings emerged through the implementation of MIT. First of all,
classes based on MIT break with traditional approaches to teaching and learning. Using
differentiated instructions meant that activities could be more dynamic and appealing to
learners. With each lesson tailored to different learning requirements, students were able to
learn more successfully. As a result, the process was more meaningful as pupils became

more motivated to learn the language. Secondly, with the use of an alternative and more
objective assessment, students felt confident when displaying the evidence of what they had
learned. Furthermore, classes based on certain intelligences allowed students to gain
confidence and develop their skills to a high level. This includes lessons emphasizing
musical, bodily kinesthetic and visual space activities. Overall, communication objectives
were achieved and students enhanced some linguistic abilities. On the other hand, the
results also show that students sometimes presented adverse reactions when taking part in
the activities. During observation, students occasionally demonstrated certain negative
attitudes such as apathy and anxiety, and did not always behave well. Therefore, it was an
opportunity for the pre-service teacher to make some reflections and adjustments in terms
of methodology and teaching strategies.

Key words:
Multiple Intelligences (MIT), English as a foreign language, learning preferences,
differentiated instructions.

RESUMEN

La presente investigación fue realizada a la luz de la teoría de las Inteligencias
Múltiples de Howard Gardner, el propósito de este estudio fue identificar los efectos de la
aplicación de las Inteligencias Múltiples en la enseñanza del idioma ingles en estudiantes
de nivel básico para mejorar el nivel de adquisición de la lengua y optimizar el ambiente
pedagógico. Adicionalmente, los planes y las actividades de clase fueron diseñados con el
propósito de

revelar diferentes inteligencias inherentes a los estudiantes. Era muy

importante para la docente investigadora reconocer y aplicar las actividades correctas de
acuerdo a cada inteligencia.

En esta investigación se adoptó el paradigma de investigación mixta, donde se
aplicaron los instrumentos de recolección de datos en tres etapas de acuerdo a los ciclos de
investigación-acción: En la primera etapa de diagnóstico, se emplearon una encuesta y un
cuestionario con el propósito de hallar las Inteligencias Múltiples predominantes en cada
estudiante. En la etapa de planificación, el docente investigador diseñó sus clases
incorporando estrategias inherentes a cada una de las siete inteligencias. En la siguiente
etapa de implementación, se observaron los estudiantes en detalle durante cada sesión
donde se aplicaron las actividades basadas en Inteligencias Múltiples. El docente
investigador utilizo los diarios de campo para registrar el comportamiento de los
estudiantes. Por último, en la etapa final el docente investigador aplicó una entrevista
relacionada con la percepción de las actividades realizadas previamente. La maestra
practicante utilizó análisis de contenido con un enfoque inductivo para analizar los datos
cualitativos recogidos en las anteriores etapas.

La investigación tomo lugar en la Fundación Alianza Social Educativa (ASE) la
cual es una institución educativa para estudios complementarios, ingles hace parte de la
oferta educativa de la fundación y así mismo trabajan diferentes niveles. La población

objetivo eran 10 estudiantes cuyas edades oscilaban entre 8 y 10 años pertenecientes al
curso de inglés nivel básico.
Varios hallazgos positivos surgieron a través de la implementación de MIT. En
primer lugar, las clases basadas inteligencias múltiples rompen con los enfoques
tradicionales de enseñanza y aprendizaje .Adicionalmente, el uso de instrucciones
diferenciadas significaba que las actividades podrían ser más dinámicas y atractivas para
los estudiantes por consiguiente con cada sesión de clase adaptada a las diferentes
necesidades de aprendizaje, los estudiantes pudieron aprender con más éxito. Como
resultado, el proceso fue más significativo ya que los alumnos estuvieron más motivados
para aprender el idioma. En segundo lugar, con el uso de una evaluación alternativa y más
objetiva, los estudiantes se sentían seguros al mostrar sus evidencias de aprendizaje. Por
otra parte, las clases basadas en ciertas inteligencias permiten a los estudiantes ganar
confianza y desarrollar sus habilidades a un nivel alto. Esto incluye aquellas clases donde
se enfatizó en la aplicación de actividades relacionadas con las inteligencias musical,
corporal kinestésica y visual espacial. En suma, algunos de los objetivos generales de
comunicación planteados en cada planeación de clase, se lograron y los estudiantes mejoran
algunas habilidades lingüísticas. Por otro lado, los resultados también muestran que los
estudiantes a veces presentaron algunas reacciones adversas tales como apatía, mal
comportamiento, y la ansiedad, nerviosismo entre otros. Por lo tanto, fue una oportunidad
para el profesor para hacer algunas reflexiones y ajustes en términos de metodología y
estrategias de enseñanza.

Palabras clave:
Inteligencias Múltiples, inglés como lengua extranjera, estudiantes, habilidades,
preferencias, aprendizaje.
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CHAPTER ONE

1.1 Introduction

Nowadays, there are different types of approaches for teaching and learning English
as a foreign language, which aim to encourage students to learn the target language
autonomously. These approaches include task-based learning, content-based learning,
project-based learning and problem solution learning.
Along with those teaching approaches mentioned above, Gardner’s Multiple
Intelligences theory (MIT), a psychological study, addresses the human capacities in eight
categories or intelligences in order to demonstrate different perspectives of thinking.
In today’s society, many teachers know about the multiple intelligences theory
proposed by Gardner in the book “Frames of Mind” published in1983. However, it is not
clear how teachers can implement this theory in the classroom in order to improve English
as a second language.
In fact, Gardner proposes that all the individuals are capable of developing at least
seven different intelligences. That´s to say, every human being is intelligent and this is
manifested in various talents or aptitudes. Furthermore, through the interaction with the
language, logical-mathematical, spatial perceptions, musical ability, the capability to use
the body to represent different things, as well as the understanding of ourselves and others,
individuals have different perspectives of how the world works.
Teachers already know that, in the pedagogical environment, the situation is particular, due
to students and their situations preceded by the social, cultural and economic background
are different. Each student has different skills, different interests and personalities and some
teachers are conscious of the fact that each student also has their own individual
intelligence profile. However, the teacher is not always able to implement a strategy which
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would suit every student’s needs nor stimulate the multiple intelligences that each student
has. This situation can happen because teachers do not have enough knowledge of the MIT,
or because they do not know the strategies to use them to optimize the teaching and
learning process.
The traditional teaching method tends to treat students as a standardized group, the
teacher presents the same exercises to all students at the same time, and obviously the
teacher expects the same answers according to the language feature taught previously.
However, what are the student’s expectations? Through learning by doing, and being
conscious of the learning process, they are always aware of evaluative methods and thus the
learning by memory does not produce quantitative results. However, the differences
established in the educational field allow everyone to learn differently and therefore, have
different perspectives about the context that involves the student. In this way, the individual
would be able to achieve different disciplines and therefore society can become more
autonomous and less standardized.
I would like to propose that Gardner's MI Theory could be implemented as an initial
step in order to investigate and describe how to change the classroom when teachers apply
activities based on the diversity founded in the pedagogical environment.
In order to differentiate instructions and collect some information, the teacherresearcher (also referred to as the pre-service teacher) did a diagnostic interview (see
appendix 1) in order to find out students’ predominant multiple intelligences. Based on
those results, I as a researcher will contrast the information by doing some
recommendations.
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1.2 Statement of the problem.
“Fundación Alianza Social Educativa ASE” ASE is a nonprofit institution founded
in 1999 by the community leader Martha Baquero with the purpose of promoting and
enforcing the formation of a community who do not have enough resources to receive
formal education in areas of everyday life, such as languages and corporal expression in
order to make more productive individuals for today’s society.
Throughout observations and field work, it has been noticed that students are used
to learning English predominantly through linguistic intelligence because their teachers
generally use linguistic strategies based on developing written and oral skills. This situation
has a negative impact because it limits teachers’ and students’ possibilities to explore
different abilities and dimensions. As a result, a research problem appeared in relation to
the teacher’s inability to improve the teaching skills using all intelligences.
Consequently, this study is devoted to describing the effects of the implementation
of the MIT as a working option for teachers and learning option for students to enhance the
teaching and learning of English as a foreign language in the context of “Fundación Alianza
Social Educativa ASE”.
This research project was developed at “Fundación Alianza Social Educativa ASE”
with students who had a basic level of English, with the objective of demonstrating that the
multiple intelligences theory (MIT) can be applied in teaching English in this context.
This research project sought to characterize how an EFL teacher can implement
instructional activities based on the (MIT) in the classroom in order to improve the learning
and teaching of English.
It was necessary to develop this project because the students used to learn English
using only linguistic intelligence (grammar exercises, vocabulary activities, etc.). Besides,
teachers tend to use a very limited number of strategies and techniques. In consequence, it
is important to explore and use different strategies that encourage and facilitate students’
language learning.
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This research project aims to investigate in what ways MIT can impact the learning
of English as a foreign language in a group of basic learners in a social foundation. On the
other hand, pre-service teachers can reflect on the importance of implementing MIT in their
practicum. The research endeavor is the implications of how the study could help preservice teachers to know and understand what the MIT consists of, and how different
intelligences strategies and activities can be applied, according to students’ predominant
intelligences, preferences and characteristics.
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1.3 Research Question
What are the effects of implementing English learning activities based on Gardner’s
Multiple Intelligence Theory on learners of basic English level at ASE?

1.4 Objectives

General objective.
To investigate the effects of implementing strategies based on Garner’s MIT theory
in a basic level English classroom at “Fundación Alianza Social Educativa ASE”
Specific objectives.


Identify the strengths and weaknesses of students in learning English as foreign
language when using Gardner´s multiple intelligence theory.



Characterize the use of Multiple Intelligences as the basis of activities and resources
in basic level.
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1.5 Justification

Carrying out such a study in the context of “Fundación Alianza Social Educativa
ASE” is important because, according to Serrano (2007), MIT can allow students to
develop different dimensions successfully (logical, affective, social, etc.). It can even help
them establish cognitive relations with the content previously learned. Similarly, Kornhaber
(1994) claims the MIT can allow students to enhance their self-esteem and to develop
cooperation and leadership skills.
On the other hand, Guzmán and Castro (2005) state that the MIT can encourage
teachers to design strategies based on their students’ preferences and strengths. As a result,
the learning process can be more effective, and more positive relationships can be fostered
and students can benefit from the differences and capacities of others.
Richards and Rogers (2001) state that the MIT classroom is one place designed to
support the development of the “whole person” and to enable students to become more
well-rounded individuals and more successful learners in general. Consequently, they
explain how activities based on multiple intelligences should be implemented for the
purpose of fully developing all the dimensions of students.
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CHAPTER TWO

Literature Review

In order to give an adequate direction to the project on a reliable theory base, the
researcher focused on mainly three areas: English language teaching approaches, multiple
intelligence theory implemented in EFL, and strategies for teaching English through
multiple intelligences.

2.1 Multiple intelligences theory
The multiple intelligences theory provides teachers with ideas in order to do
something different in class. Armstrong (2000) claims that one of the most important things
of MIT is how to supply eight different potential pathways to learning. He further argues
that MIT theory gives effective tools for learning if a teacher is having difficulty with
motivating students using the linguistic approach of learning. As Armstrong (2000) says,
MIT becomes the learning in a slower process that motivates students’ minds for the
English learning.
According to Viens (1999, pág. 3), most MI-based curriculums are created based on
three goals:
1.

To create opportunities for students in order to explore their different weaknesses.

2.

To give students opportunities to demonstrate their talents in areas of strength.

3.

To promote personalized learning spaces for students aimed to achieve greater
motivation for learning.
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Viens (1999) mentions the following approaches, which were developed in order to
satisfy the goals previously mentioned:


Offer different curriculum options, so that teachers and students can discover their
own strengths and interests.



Allow students to perform in ways in which they are most comfortable increases the
chances for an adequate learning process.



Expand strategies through using TIC, to amplify the educational process.



Asses the students according to the skills already discovered, it allows validity and
reliability.
A curriculum based on MIT for teaching and learning English proposes a different

educational perspective, in which students learn in a more directed way developing their
skills and being assessed informally. Formal assessment is not necessary even when
teachers have materials to demonstrate the student's learning process (Gardner, 1996, as
cited in Viens, 1999). Therefore, it is important to take into account observations, student
checklists and questionnaires, journals and classroom activities such as dialogue journals.
These elements provide the opportunity to collect important information about students’
processes, weaknesses developed, ways to learn and their advances in language learning.
Types of intelligences
Firstly, it is important to discuss the concept of intelligence with the purpose to
amplify the perception about this concept and enhance it with Gardner’s theory.
Gardner (1999) asserts that each social group has different perspectives from the
human being, for example in diverse places of the world people valuate the behavior
according to the social and personal abilities, it means that the intelligent people are really
valuable and important for the society development. Nowadays, contemporary society
defines the intelligence as the high scoring on IQ test, and the potential to choose the best
decision in order to solve problems.
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IQ tests are designed to measure the cognition capabilities that human beings
possess therefore, the first formal IQ test was developed in nineteenth century
(Gardner1999) and the most well-known test was applied in1906 in order to measure the
academic potential of French children, and depending on the results help them to overcome
difficulties.
Since1920-1932, IQ tests have had several modifications. One of them consists in
the use of the test not only to determine the cognitive potential, but also IQ tests were used
to determine knowledge problems in children, human capacity for work, assessing
educational processes. In terms of evaluating English proficiency, the most applied tests are
TOEFL and IELTS (Gardner, 1999); in Colombia, the official standard evaluations are the
“Pruebas Saber Pro, ICFES, ECAES, among others.
Gardner’s research shows that intelligence is not only a concept, it is a practice
definition about how to develop and encourage human potentials. Gardner (1983) proposes
a new perspective of intelligence in his book “Frames of mind”. He proposes the Multiple
Intelligences Theory (MIT), arguing that the intelligence is not only measured by the
traditional IQ test. Gardner argues that MIT differ from a traditional concept. In fact
Gardner defines intelligence as a “bio psychological” potential to process information that
can be activated in a cultural setting to solve problems or create products taking into
account the cultural and social facts” (Gardner,1999, pp.33-34). Therefore, Intelligence is:


The ability to solve problems.



The ability to generate new problems from the previous solved.



The ability to create issues in the cultural medium in order to progress.
Gardner claims that each individual has at least 8 intelligences, and those

intelligences are combined in different ways in each individual, which causes profiles.
Linguistic intelligence
Gardner defines linguistic intelligence as (1999)
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“The capacity and ability to properly use the words, either orally or in writing. Also,
it refers to the efficiency to handle the syntax or meaning of language” (Pag. 34).
Gardner (1999) claims that linguistic intelligence is rooted in oral language in early
life, but early in the second year, linguistic activity is different because it involves the
expression of a large number of isolated words like: mommy, daddy, and dog. Students
with verbal linguistic intelligence, sing and talk all day. When the students use the language
correctly, they like to learn new words, play with language, crosswords. They are
fascinated by stories and are able to narrate events. Moreover, they have a passion for the
meaning of the words, lyrics of songs. Students with verbal linguistic intelligence can tell
stories for instance, to start conversations or discussions and they are well expressed both
orally and in writing, also they like reading books.
Logical mathematical intelligence.
According to Gartner (1999) this intelligence is based on the sensitivity and
capacity to discern logical or numerical issues. This intelligence is comprised of
classification and categorization of logical patterns, the ability to infer explicit information,
numerical and logical association and the calculation and hypothesis testing.
This intelligence is surrounded by the world of objects materials. This is what
enables us to develop the scientific method, reasoning, and logic. Students with logical
mathematical intelligence really enjoy math, love to discover how things work, create
personal strategies to solve problems, they are able to breakdown events into various
stages, and enjoy the computer. Students with this type of intelligence have sharper
analytical skills, and find it easier to synthesize, deduct and compare information.
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Bodily-kinesthetic intelligence.
This is the ability humans have to perform physical movements such as dance,
theater, aerobics, athletics, etc. and is related to both working and developing aspects such
as flexibility, balance, speed, coordination, strength and perception.
Furthermore, bodily-kinesthetic intelligence is the ability to use the body
expressively in different ways. Students with spatial intelligence can imagine how things
are built. They have a three-dimensional and creative imagination and a good
understanding of the physical perspective. They love to assemble and disassemble, organize
objects, interpret maps, and distribute elements in space.

Spatial intelligence.
Spatial intelligence is the capacity to recognize and use the patterns of wide space
and more limited areas (Gardner, 1999). Art activities, reading maps, charts and diagrams,
thinking in images and pictures are the favorites of the students who have spatial
intelligence. According to Armstrong (1994) these students have highly developed senses
for color, line, shape, form, space. They also have the ability to visualize ideas.
Students with spatial intelligence, their imagination can get an idea of how things
are created and are very good at contextualizing themselves in a limited space. They are
also very aware of the space around them and are very good at recognizing images.
Musical intelligence.
Musical intelligence is the skill to do and appreciate the performances, and
composition of musical patterns. It involves the capacity to recognize and compose music,
understand tones, and rhythms. According to Howard Gardner musical intelligence is
parallel to linguistic intelligence (Gardner, 1999). Students with musical intelligence enjoy
music and this gives them an advantage in reading and writing better because similar
sounds and speech are present in linguistic intelligence.
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These students are able to understand pitch, rhythm and timbre. They also can create
music and enjoy singing songs. The structure of music and tonal sounds are familiar to
them. The musical part of their brains can be motivated by clapping hands, snapping
fingers, chanting words or moving rhythmically.

The interpersonal intelligence.
Interpersonal intelligence is the capacity to understand the intentions, motivations
and desires of the others. It allows people to work effectively with others and for that
reason cooperative learning is effective. The people with this type of intelligence make
good educators, salespeople, religious and political leaders (Gardner, 1999).
Students with this interpersonal intelligence prefer to be with people. They are
friendly and can get on well with others so they can easily take part in social activities.
Cooperative and collaborative approaches are best for their learning. These learners are
generally assertive, express their feelings make their ideas clear, and can empathize easily
with others in the group.
Preschool students with interpersonal intelligence manifest their ability to work in
group with their classmates of the same age and for participating in (rather than individual )
group activities usually other children seeking their company as they have the ability to
resolve conflicts and to integrate different personalities in the game.
Naturalist intelligence.

Naturalist intelligence is the ability to be respectful with the environment.
According to Gardner (1999) this intelligence is associated with students who are in
harmony with nature.
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It is the ability to distinguish, categorize and analyze elements of the environment
such as urban and rural objects, animals, and plants. It is present in students who describe
the reality around them and they are generally sensitive to environmental problems. This
type of intelligence is embodied primarily by people who like to camp, scuba dive and
participate in outdoor activities in natural settings. Many go on to become geologists,
agronomists, and biologists.

Intrapersonal intelligence.
Intrapersonal intelligence is based on the capacity to reflect introspectively, and is
the ability to find meaning in the actions of the individual. People who demonstrate this
intelligence are often quite spiritual, and understanding their motivation is important to
them, so they are more likely to analyze their own strengths and weaknesses.
Students with intrapersonal intelligence establish and maintain good social
relationships, are usually friendly and have a good sense of humor. They often perceive the
feelings, thoughts, motivations, behaviors and lifestyles of others through listening,
engaging with others’ problems and are interested in helping. They assume different roles
within the group and are open to understanding other points of view. Additionally, they use
verbal and nonverbal communication effectively.
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2.2 Application of MI Theory on ELT
Armstrong (2000) claims that teachers are involved in the traditional approaches for
teaching. Nowadays the new educational models suggest that we are able to replace the old
styles with something new. Applying MIT is different, instead of changing common
classroom activities the teacher should try to enhance MIT with the purpose of creating new
dynamic and innovative pedagogical environments.
Richards and Rodgers (2001) propose the use of multiple intelligences in relation to
language acquisition. This is so, because individuals integrate intrapersonal, bodily, musical
and interpersonal activities with the purpose of complementing the interaction processes in
society.
The linguistic intelligence must be used in a contextualized way taking into account
elements such as:


Rhythm, tone and volume, which are related to “musical intelligence”.



Verbal ability and pragmatics, which are related to the “interpersonal intelligence”.



Rubrics, discursive logic, coherence and cohesion, are related to the “mathematical
intelligence”.
The systematic use of strategies and focus on the fields of multiple intelligences that

the individual chooses, makes the learning experience more interesting and meaningful
compared with students who learn in a traditional learning environment.
There is no unique guideline for teaching because each intelligence manifests itself
differently in the learning of the individual. However, Lazear (1992) recommends a 4-stage
sequence that can be useful:
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Graph 1 Four stages sequence

Source: Lazear (1992)
In fact, MIT theory attempts to help teachers and learners to design meaningful
systems that aim to support acquisition of a new language. Those systems should take
students’ preferences for learning into account. MIT in EFL promotes individualized
learning through projects. Firstly, multiple intelligence projects are based on the seven
intelligences with the purpose of stimulating each individual’s strengths, so each student
can use their individual skills to finish a project. Meanwhile, curriculum based projects
(focusing on curriculum content) follow the relation between the uses of particular
intelligences. This kind of project can be used to evaluate the behavior of the students in
order to find out their specific intelligence. In the same way, resource-based project gives
students the opportunity to choose a topic, research and learn using multiple intelligences;
this is a free topic activity, so students can choose the intelligence that they prefer.
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Learning and teaching English through multiple intelligences
It is important to manage and address the whole processes of each learner, taking
into account the different ways in which they learn. MIT provides the opportunity to
incorporate knowledge and information with the dimensions in which the student can
perform according to their preferences and individual skills. As Schumann (1999) explains,
that learner’s motivation sometimes depends on how the teacher presents the material to be
developed in class, also because the activities and tasks can influence the students and
promote a good appropriation and use of the English language.
According to Gardner (1993) MIT is a useful tool for learning English because
students can learn from different perspectives. This includes, for example using games,
their bodies, music, and sciences instead of the communicative or linguistic intelligence in
order to acquire knowledge which is currently the most common approach that people use
for learning languages.
MIT is suitable for learning English because the individual is able to learn through
combining different multiple intelligences and it encourages the ability to transform the
contents of the class and solve problems.

Multiple intelligences theory in the English classroom
According to Armstrong (2000) MIT theory allows for the innovation in strategies
for teaching and as teachers it is important to implement them with the purpose of making
different dynamic classes compared to the traditional approach for teaching. MI theory
suggests that one strategy does not allow every student to learn. On the contrary, teaching
works if we are able to implement different teaching and learning possibilities in this way
the students will feel comfortable and motivated to acquire the knowledge, thus they will be
more likely to process and accommodate the information previously learnt. In fact, teachers
who use dynamic or alternative strategies as a pedagogical tool could find that students tend
to respond in a passive way, and also the use of visual material helps students to improve
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the ability to orientate themselves but an adverse reaction is that maybe the students can be
physically or verbally inclined.
It is well known that schools which implement MIT to teach English have really
good results in the educational process. Furthermore, the teaching and learning process is
effective, and according to Currie (2003) teachers should be more receptive and willing to
vary the methodologies used in class in order to optimize the teaching-learning of English
language taking into account that the students are different in several aspects. This includes
their economic, cultural and social backgrounds, different interests, ways of expressing
themselves. Therefore they have a different profile in which they demonstrate that their
own intelligence and mind processes are different from others. MIT aims to build a
different pedagogical environment characterized by:


Discovering students strengths



Providing autonomy in the learning process



Offering opportunities to develop different activities that not only are related with
the common approaches, such as Linguistic-communicative.



Making functional the language learning for solving problems
At first teachers should prioritize meeting the students’ needs for implementing the

different options that MIT provides in learning and teaching English, in this way students
can develop their skills based on their preferences and learning styles.
Teachers can teach English by using the different methods of MIT in language
learning, for example: Silent Way, which emphasizes internal thinking. Using this method,
it is possible to see the impact that intrapersonal intelligence has on language learning and
teaching. Total Physical Response, is related with the physical action and involves the
Bodily-kinesthetic intelligence. Suggestopedia is related to the use of music and therefore
Musical Intelligence. The Communicative Approach and cooperative learning is based on
Interpersonal Intelligence.
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It is appropriate to provide students with a guide to know which intelligence they
excel in. The Multiple Intelligences Test is a very useful resource for this. Armstrong2000
proposes a MI inventory in which the student can find out the abilities that they have in
each intelligence then the teacher will be able to design activities that appeal to each
student’s strengths. According to how the teacher applies the different activities based on
the multiple intelligences the students will build the knowledge and develop that particular
intelligence.
With the reference of Armstrong (2000), four points are listed below to display a
few of the key ideas about the functionality of MI theory.
1.

Each person possesses capacities in all intelligences. Some people perform

extremely high levels of functioning in all intelligences while others tend not to display
many, if any. Most of us, however, appear to possess some highly developed intelligence as
well as some weak ones.

2.

Most people have the capacity to develop each intelligence in order to have a

competitive level of performance in different knowledge areas. Taking into account the
social and cultural background of the students they can improve or develop different
weaknesses based on the intelligence that the individual possess.
3.

Intelligences tend to work together due to the fact that each person has different

skills and those skills interact with each other, this is a mind process based on the
combination of mind structures.
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Lesson plans with multiple intelligences theory
Planning with MIT theory brings more variety to the classroom activities, because
the students will have the opportunity to work on their skills, improve their knowledge and
be more responsible for their own learning process.
MIT can provide a range of activities and a variation of assessments by suggesting
multiple ways to evaluate students (Armstrong, 2000) that is why it is important to clarify
the intelligence in which we want emphasize. See the table below.

Table 1 Activities Based on MIT proposed by Armstrong (2000)
Intelligence
Linguistic

Teaching activities
Teachers can design activities related to readings, discussions, word games,
story-telling and writing pieces.

Logical

Teachers can implement activities that develop critical thinking and problem

Mathematical

solving, such as number games and mental calculation.

Spatial visual

Bodily-kinesthetic

Musical

Intrapersonal

Interpersonal
Naturalist

Teachers can focus on promoting skills in the fields of construction, art
activities, mind mapping, schema activities.
Implement activities in which the students use the body and the corporal
expression in drama, dance, sports, and general tactile activities.
Teachers can use songs with content related to the different topics, rhythms for
recognizing the semantic structures.
Teachers can use self-reflection, independent study, and student journals, in an
autonomous process.
Teachers can encourage intrapersonal intelligence through role-plays, dialogues,
conversations and giving presentations.
Teachers can arrange natural and ecologic activities, field trips, nature walks.
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2.3 Differentiated instruction

There are many possible definitions describing differentiated instruction.
Differentiated instruction is an instructional concept that maximizes learning for
all students. It is based on the fact that in a traditional classroom, students vary in
their academic abilities, learning styles, personalities, interests, background
knowledge and experiences, and levels of motivation for learning.
Differentiated instruction is an approach that embraces and integrates in an
effective way the curriculum design, assessment practices, and instructional
strategies. Differentiated instruction embraces what brain research tells us about
optimal learning environments, namely that they attend to the learners’ social,
emotional and cognitive needs. (Paige, 2001)
Differentiating instruction means creating multiple ways in which students of
different abilities, interests or learning needs can experience equally suitable ways to
appropriate, use, develop and present concepts as a part of the daily learning process.
(Theroux 2001)
In summary, the afore-mentioned definitions express the same concept. It is a
strategy of teaching based on the fact that in common classes all around the world
learners differ from each other in many different ways. It is assumed that every learner
has a unique personality with their own capabilities in various domains such as the
ability to understand needs, cognitive processes, skills, talents, preferences, interests, etc.
Due to the consciousness of the learner’s individuality the strategy enables teachers to
create and continuously modify their teaching techniques so that they respond as much
as possible to the students’ needs. The differentiation covers a range of various fields,
for instance,


content of curriculum



methods of teaching
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instructional strategies



learning opportunities



used materials



approach to students



assessment

Heacox (2002) and Dodge (2005) define all of these and many other aspects to
give students a chance to be actively involved in learning, make progress and achieve
success. It opens the way to be reliable and not to discriminate against any group of
learners.

How does differentiated instruction works

Heacox (2002) claims that the fundamental element of differentiated instruction
is the teachers and their dispositions. It takes a lot of time and effort to create an
effective and appropriate approach for teaching, which is why the real teacher’s
determination is absolutely necessary. Although many teachers usually use some kind of
differentiation, the real working strategy demands a much more complex method.
The first step to work on differentiation is to find out what students already know,
what they need to learn, what their weak and strong points are, what styles of learning
they prefer, what they are interested in and many other facts about them. The real
interest in learners is the important factor; without that differentiated instruction cannot
take place. Ongoing assessment is the best way to learn all necessary data. Assessment is
gathering information carried out through a number of means such as observing learners,
talking and listening to them, analyzing their work, self-assessments, tests and
questionnaires, etc.
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The next step is to have clear standards and guidelines set out by the Ministry of
Education for teaching English as a foreign language. State standards expect and predict
good results but they do not demonstrate how they can be achieved. In fact it is
impossible to get all students in the general requirements for learning English without
differentiation because various learning needs cannot be fulfilled by traditional and
singular education. (Heacox 2002)
In order to combine the MIT with instructional design it is necessary to apply as
many diverse materials and activities as possible with the purpose of covering all
intelligences; it allows students to learn by taking into account their talents and
strengths.

Integration of multiple intelligences into Bloom’s taxonomy

With the aim of summarizing the main features of multiple intelligences and to
show the crucial points that need to be taken into consideration with differentiated
instructions, table 1 shows some suggested activities and questions that can help teachers to
integrate the intelligences into their classes.
In order to establish an efficient application for teaching and learning strategies
Heacox (2002) proposes to the teacher the incorporations of Bloom’s taxonomy and MIT
to develop and cultivate higher levels of thinking. The use of both simultaneously is called
integration matrix (See table 3) and it is a very strong and effective tool used to carry out
the differentiated instruction.
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Table 2 Integration of multiple intelligences into Bloom’s taxonomy to carry out
differentiated instructions

MULTIPLE
INTELLIGENCE

IS GOOD AT
LEARN BEST
BY

QUESTIONS FOR
TEACHERS

Verbal-linguistic

Reading,
Writing.

- What kind of stories,
poems, short plays, word
games, lectures, etc can I
use?

Logicalmathematical

Logic,
Solving
puzzles, Exploring
patterns,
Reasoning.

- What kinds of critical
thinking or problemsolving activities can I
integrate
into
my
material?

Visual-spatial

ACTIVITIES TO
DEVELOP
MATERIAL

Memory games,
Trivia,
Board games,
Puzzles,
Solve crosswords,
Saying,
hearing
How
can
I
include
note
Stories,
and seeing words.
taking and presentation Retelling,
skills in my material?
Speaking,
Debating,
Introducing oneself,
Reading aloud,
Dramatizing.

Asking questions,
categorizing and
working
with
patterns.
Drawing, building,
Arts,
Crafts.

Visualizing, using
the mind's eye.

Puzzles,
Problem solving,
Sequencing,
Predicting,
Classifying,
Play games using
- Would it be possible to money.
put some puzzles, charts,
mind maps into the
material? How?
- What kind of visual Flashcards,
aids (pictures, flashcards,
Pictures or
and realia), visualization posters,
and color can I use?
Drawing,
Wall displays,
- Where can I
Realia,
locate these visuals on
Diagrams,
my material?
Videos,
Graphing,
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Making visual
analogies,
Mapping stories,
Painting.
Bodily-kinesthetic

Moving
around,
- What kind of
Total Physical
Touching things, role-play cards, puzzle Response (TPR)
Body language.
cards can I prepare?
activities,
Action songs,
- What kind of
Dictations,
Miming,
Moving, touching hands-on materials can I
prepare?
Physical
and doing.
activities,
Competitions,
Board games,
Role plays,
Visiting places,
Crafts,
Dramatizing.

Musical

Singing,
Listening to music,
Playing
instruments.

- What kind of
music,
songs,
environmental
sounds,
and rhythmical patterns
can I use?

Songs,
Chants,
Drilling,
Storytelling,
Video and audio

tape,
At
what
stage
of
Tongue twisters,
Using
the
material
can
Tapping out
rhythm, with music
music/songs or poetry be poetic, rhythms,
on.
used?
Singing in a
group,
Clapping and
slapping memory games.
Interpersonal

Mixing
with others,
Leading
groups,
Understanding
others,
Mediating.

Co-operating,

- What kind of
pair work / group work
activities can I integrate
into my material?

Mingle activities,
Group work,
Debates,
Discussions.
Peer editing,
- What kind of
Brainstorming,
peer sharing or coInterpret others'
operative
learning feelings.
materials can I use?
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working in groups.
Intrapersonal

Working
- What kind of
alone,
Pursuing activities can I cover in
own interests.
my
material
which
evokes personal feelings
or values?
Working
- Would it be
alone.
possible to put a journal
component
in
my
material?

Working
individually on
personalized projects,
Share meaningful
personal experience,
Personal goal
setting,
Independent
reading.

Tomlinson (2001) identifies three key elements that can be differentiated by
teachers; those are content, process and product according to students’ cognitive skills,
interests and learning profile.

Graph 2 Three key elements if differentiated instructions

CONTENT
What students need to
learn and how the
student can acces the
information

PROCESS
Involves the activities in
which the students
assimilate the contents
and interprete the
information.

PRODUCT
Has the final project asking students
to solve problems applied what she or
he has learned in the unit.
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The Pre-service teacher took into account what has been said by Tomlinson (2006),
there is no need add more pressure to students when Differentiated Instruction can be
implemented because each student´s differences can be included. Therefore the enthusiasm
of the individual should match the students’ learning needs, how they learn it and how they
demonstrate what they previously learned when using Differentiated Instruction. Hence, the
pre-service teacher planned tasks at moderate levels of difficulty, expecting students to
make efforts to appropriate the knowledge.
The second concept that differentiated instruction can respond to is interest,
when students go to classes that appeal to them, they enjoy them more and as a
consequence they develop their autonomy. This study has said that differentiation
consists of recognizing the differences between learners in order to develop classes that
provide more efficient learning opportunities, keeping in mind their weaknesses and
talents.
In order to differentiate instruction in the classroom, students were asked what
their interests and talents were, in that way pre-service teachers were able to create tasks
that responded to those interests, which were also important when grouping took place.
The third element, learning profile, is the efficiency of learning (Tomlinson,
2003). The term learning profile refers to a student's ideal mode of learning that is
influenced by several factors, including learning style, intelligence preference, gender,
and culture. This study is supported by Howard Gardner’s theory of Multiple
Intelligences, which states that people have different intelligences and strengths and that
is why the learning can be manifested in many different ways. As with interests, the preservice teacher determined which were the predominant multiple intelligences of each
student.
The pre-service teacher considers that the most appropriate definition of
differentiated instruction is given by Bearne (1996) and Tomlinson (1999) who state that
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it is an approach to teaching in which teachers make some changes to the curriculum in
terms of teaching methods, resources, learning activities, and student products in order
to cover the needs of individual students and small groups of students to maximize the
learning opportunities for each student in a classroom. Differentiated instruction is about
using teaching strategies that connect with students’ learning demands. The important
point to keep in mind is to make adjustments when necessary. The pre-service teacher
has to be flexible to make changes and find different learning and teaching in order to
innovate.
That is why it is important for the pre-service teacher to carefully plan each class,
in order to have everything organized and to keep the objective for differentiating. For
doing so, the pre-service teacher prepared and implemented a lesson plan for each class,
based on Differentiated Instruction taking into account the different phases of the
planning model mentioned next.

Planning for Differentiated Instruction.
The Planning Model for Differentiated Instruction is an essential model for
teachers to carefully follow different steps in the class trying to focus on the
differentiated instructional strategies in order to maximize students’ talents and
weaknesses. It was proposed by Gayle H. Gregory and Carolyn Chapman (2007) and it
is composed of six phases that must be included and implemented when using
Differentiated Instruction.
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Graph 3 Use of differentiated instruction

Standards
To establish what students are going to learn, by including an objective
question and also clarify the assesment strategies throughout the class.

Content
The teacher must identify the different concepts or language features that
will be taught and clarify the diverse skills that will be studied in class.

Activate
"The warming up activity " this step catches students' attention and also
allows students to reflect on prior knowledge and experiences.

Acquire (knowledge)
In this step the teacher will decide how to introduce the input and the different knowledge using the
Multiple intelligences theory as a guideline in order to create diverse material catering to the pupils'
learning needs.

Apply and adjust (grouping decisions)
In this stage the students are able to practice the languge feature in an autonomous way guided by the
teacher; the students should be able to perform and apply the knowldge in a real context. Also teachers
should consider the multiple intelligences theory to retain students' understanding and contrast with
Differentiated instruction.

Asses

The teacher should clarify how students demonstrate the apporpiation of the knowledge
providing learners with different ways of doing-so. Teachers must have a variety of strategies
to assess students’ performance (formative assessment, self-evaluation, summative
evaluation, and co-evaluation) and they should provide constant and meaningful feedback
related to the learning.
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Finally, it is well known that teachers cannot forget that everything that educators
do in a classroom should be with the intentions of promoting the diversity of the
students’ learning styles, multiple intelligences and personal interest. For this study, the
researcher analyzed whether applying differentiate instructions improved students’
performances.
2.4Assessment
Assessment is a starting point for successful differentiation. It is an unceasing
process of getting information about learners’ knowledge, progress, needs, interests and
other necessary data needed to organize instruction as efficient as possible. According to
UNESCO (2004) accurate assessment helps teachers to supervise and check their
learners’ work and results so that they receive important feedback about the efficiency of
their teaching methods and what needs to be changed. Due to assessment teachers can
easily show learners their improvement in learning and raise their motivation. The
outcome of the assessment encourages relaying feedback about students’ progress to
parents, other teachers and school directors.
Almost all aspects of learner’s attributes can be assessed. This can include students’
improvement in reading, writing, listening and speaking, development of ways of
learning according to usage of various sources and ability to plan their learning time
suitably, their opinions, judgment, virtues and attitudes, their manners and behavior.
Briefly, the teacher should consider everything that somehow forms and or influences
learner’s personality.
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2.4.1 Alternative assessment
According to Libman (2010) alternative assessment is different from the traditional
assessments, such as multiple-choice tests. Anything that differs from a paper-pencil test is
deemed an alternative assessment, including the following tools:


portfolio



performances



self-evaluations



exhibitions



cooperative learning



journals

These types of assessments are already classified as alternative, because it does not
depend on a job located in the realization of writings, otherwise the students can
demonstrate knowledge and appropriation of concepts. In fact, the student being assessed
with these tools is able to apply the knowledge previously acquired in favor of solving
problems much more efficiently. These types of assessments are commonly used in
science, family and consumer sciences, language arts, visual arts, and music classes; though
few studies have been done to validate these types of educational practices as a reliable way
of assessing those with learning disabilities.
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CHAPTER THREE

Methodological Framework
3.1 Approach/Type of Research
Both a quantitative and qualitative approach was used to develop the present
research. Using a combination of both allowed different types of analysis to take place.
The quantitative approach consisted of collecting and analyzing numerical data to
answer research questions and test hypotheses previously established. This included
numerical measurement, counting and statistics to establish accuracy patterns in a
population.
Moreover, the qualitative approach was used to discover and refine research
questions and methods based on data collection without numerical measurement. This
comprised of examining the impact of the activities, reflecting on students´ behavior, as
well as describing and commenting on the class development. Field journals, and student´s
personal opinions were also used to collect qualitative data. This allowed for a certain
flexibility moving between events and their interpretation, and between responses and the
development of the theory.
As stated by Ruiz (2003) "mixed approach is a process that collects, analyzes and
links quantitative and qualitative data in a single study or series of studies to answer a
hypothesis. In this research the quantitative approach is applied to determine numerical
results using the survey technique and tradition of case study to explain, describe and
explore information for a specific education program which is unique and special in its kind
and is of vital importance to society".
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3.2 Action research
In addition, the method used was action research which is understood to be a
scientific endeavor. This is used not only for understanding aspects of the existing reality,
but also in identifying the social forces and relationships that underlie the human
experience.
Thus the action research related to this study is characterized according to Burns
(2010):


The analysis of human actions and social situations, which may be unacceptable in
some aspects (issues); subject to change (quotas), and require responses (prescriptive).



Its purpose is descriptive - exploratory, seeks to deepen the understanding of the
problem without positions or previous definitions (make a good diagnosis).



The explanation of "what happens" means developing a "script" on the situation and its
actors, relating to its context. That script is a narrative and not a theory about them is
that the elements of context "illuminate" the actors and the situation before determining
them by causal laws. Consequently, this explanation is rather an understanding of
reality.



The result is more an interpretation rather than an explanation. "The interpretation of
what happens" is a transaction of particular interpretations of each actor. It seeks to
reach a consensus view of the subjectivities of the members of the organization.



Action - research assesses the subjectivity and how it is expressed in the authentic
language of the participants in diagnosis. Subjectivity is not the rejection of objectivity,
it is the intention of capturing people's interpretations, beliefs and meanings. In
addition, the report is written in a language of common sense and not in a style of
scholarly communication.



Action - research for participants is a process of self-reflection about themselves, others
and the situation, hence it facilitates a dialogue without restrictive or punitive
conditions.
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3.3 Context (Setting)
Foundation ASE Alianza Social Educativa, was founded in1999 with the
purpose of creating a new opportunity to bring an integral training for the society. It started
with just five courses in a park near to the leader´s house, and because of the effectiveness
of teaching and constructive social approach the foundation grew, providing greater
coverage receiving about1200 students per semester and providing more than 70 courses in
different educational areas.
Language courses are one of the most important in the curriculum of Foundation
ASE. The one that is pertinent in this research is the English course for children,
specifically 8~10 year old students of basic level. This course is scheduled to take place in
9 class sessions on Saturdays from 9:00 am to12:30 pm respectively. In these classes
teachers are intended to motivate students to learn the English language.

3.4 Population
The participants were 10 students, 4 males 6 females ranging in age from 8 to10
years, They are an active and receptive group who enjoy learning through playing
activities, songs and group work.
The selection criteria included using students who already had an interest in, and
knowledge of, the English language. In addition I took into account the age of the students
because it allowed for better recognition of their skills and abilities and how these are
related to multiple intelligences.
Throughout observations, it became apparent that some students came from
challenging social and economic backgrounds. For example, problematic influences such as
marital breakdown, and limited economic resources impacted negatively on the students´
learning and interaction processes.
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3.5 Data Collection Instruments and Procedures

Instruments
As aforementioned, this research aims to describe the tentative implementation
of multiple intelligences in learning and teaching English language. It is important to know
and explore the characteristics of social context where the study is conducted. Therefore, is
important to use tools that allow to observe and analyze, and also to make the adjustments
simultaneously. Hence, the gathering of information process will be reflective and
purposeful.
In this study I applied specific qualitative research instruments suggested by
Anne Burns for EFL teachers. These methods included an observation journal,
questionnaires, and an interview, all with the purpose of observing what kind of skills the
individuals possessed and how they engaged in this research. It was especially important to
observe the intelligences that they developed more in their cognitive performance. I
consider these methods promoted interaction and this was a good tool to obtain a favorable
quantity of information according to the context and subject studied.

3.5.2 Survey-questionnaires
To gain students’ trust in this instrument the teacher researcher explained the
purpose of the study to the participants, to let them know the importance of their
participation. With this instrument it is important to build clear questions, thus, the
researcher will get clear answers. According to Burns (1999), it is favorable for second
language teachers to ask short questions to avoid large answers with information that is not
relevant.
Burns (1999) also explains that surveys are efficient techniques to recover data and
they allow for reflection of the classroom activities and the daily pedagogical practice
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(Burns 1999). The methods used to collect data focused on attitudinal type, interests,
opinions, feelings and thoughts.
According to Burns (1999) there are three types of survey:


Open-ended items: Free answers provide personal opinion about their feelings,
opinions, thoughts etc.



Closed items: limited answers, for analyzing the data it is necessary to calculate
quantities and scores.



Scale items: Provide a broader variety of answers than closed items.
For gathering the data, the students completed two surveys (See appendix 1 & 2).

The first one was a rating scale questionnaire that I designed with the purpose of
diagnosing the weaknesses, skills and abilities of students in relation to the multiple
intelligences.
The procedure to apply these instruments included explaining the questions and
answering any doubts the learners had when completing the questionnaire.
The purpose of the application of these instruments was to get information
incorporating as many aspects of the students’ perspectives and preferences on English
learning activities as possible. It also attempted to discover their general familiarity and
practice regarding the issues at hand. The data illustrated useful insights for the study and
allowed the comparison of the skill with the intelligences that they possess.

3.5.3 Observation journals

According to Burns (1999) the observation is one of the methods that helps to be
conscious of the learning process in the classroom, observation allows the researcher to
reflect on the particular actions, changes, and issues in the teaching practicum. In addition,
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a journal is an optimum procedure because the information gathered allowed the research
questions to be answered, and supported the hypothesis stated at the beginning of the
research.
Burns explains that field journals permit self-evaluation of lessons and particular
aspects of teaching and learning such as group work, individual student’s behavior, skills,
students interests, mastery of the language features, and coexistence issues.
It can be difficult for the teacher, teaching and note-taking simultaneously (Burns,
1999, p. 85). As a result, it is important to be organized at the moment of writing the field
journal, it is also necessary to create a practical instrument which is structured and focused
on the information that needs to gathered. In this research I used a format designed for
collecting information about the multiple intelligences that students have and use daily. In
addition it is necessary to include information such as the level, class, date, lesson or
language features, activities and in the practical statement of the class the information was
noted in relation to the students’ abilities, how they are characterized using intelligences,
language learning issues and strategies. (See appendix 3)

3.5.4 Interview
Annie Burns (1999) defines interviews as a versatile instrument capable of
collecting useful information for the research.
There are three types of interviews used in qualitative research:


Structured Interviews



Guided or semi-structured interviews



Open interviews
For this study, structured interviews were used. This type of resource is a

conversational process and considering the fact that the student participants were young
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learners between 8~10 years old and therefore their ability to express themselves was very
limited, the interviewer thought out a set of previously established questions.
A structured interview (See appendix No. 4) was applied to obtain information
about how the students could enjoy learning English more, and how factors such as class
management, routines, activities, behavior, attitudes and knowledge issues are implicit in
their learning process.

3.6 Data collection instruments implementation Procedure

In order to achieve the objectives of the research, an action research process was
carried out to implement strategies based on the theory of multiple intelligences in students
of Basic English level. The stages below show the procedure that was used to collect the
data and applying the activities designed previously to prove the theory.

Stage 1: Diagnosis (1 week)
To perform the diagnosis of multiple intelligences in students the teacher researcher
applied the first survey composed of 18 questions with the rating scale of 1-5 , with 5 being
very much and one not. These questions were focused on finding out which multiple
intelligences students had.
Secondly, a questionnaire with 8 questions about student’s preferences for a
particular intelligence was applied. Both the survey and the questionnaire investigated the
students’ interests and preferences for learning styles.
Stage 2: planning (2 weeks)
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To develop the action-plan, the teacher researcher created eight lesson plans. Each
lesson plan focused on one of the eight intelligences. The plan was composed of the
learning objectives, the sequence of the session, the assumed knowledge, difficulties and
anticipated solutions, the procedure, required materials and the session length.
Stage 3: Implementation (7weeks)
The teacher researcher applied the multiple intelligence theory when developing the
lesson plans. During each session plan the activities were implemented according to the
theory statements. Whilst the activities were performed by the students, they were observed
and analyzed simultaneously by the teacher researcher. The results of the observation
provide the pre service teacher with information related to students’ behavior and attitudes.
That kind of information helps with data analysis.
Stage 4: Evaluation (one week)
Regarding the evaluation, the teacher researcher conducted an interview composed of
six questions and the field journal. These were used in order to better understand the
attitudes and behaviors of the students, as well as their perceptions of the activities.
Stage 5: Analysis of the data (3 weeks)
Qualitative data were systematized through a matrix where the categories and
subcategories of research were defined to determine the research approach. Quantitative
data was measured using pie charts and a detailed analysis of the information was carried
out.
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3.7 Ethical Concerns

Due to the nature of the research project and data collection process, certain ethical
concerns needed to be taken into account. It was important to communicate clearly with the
contributors involved, and particularly with schools, institutes and pedagogical
environments in which the research gathering took place. From the beginning, the
participants were informed of the purpose of the interviews, how their answers would be
used, and how the research could benefit them. Lastly, feedback using their responses
would be given, as well as a statement of gratitude for their participation.

Darlington and Scott (2002) listed a number of principles to follow as the
investigation goes ahead.


It is necessary to have permission (See appendix No. 5) from the participants to

develop the steps of study procedure. In addition, “Research ethics consists in the clarity at
the moment of interaction with the individuals whom we are collecting information.”


It also involves getting the consent of those whom are going to be interviewed,

questioned, observed or take materials from. Approval from those involved, as well as
authorization from the institute are required.


The researcher has to be responsible with the information, maintaining

confidentially at all times.


The participants should have easy access to the information generated through the

data collection process.
All the participants were informed that their participation was voluntary and that
they could desist at any moment without any implication on their academic development.
Their names were kept confidential. The teacher-researcher specified where the instruments
were applied at each stage of the action research cycle.
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CHAPTER FOUR

4.1 Instructional Design

The teacher-researcher planned the instructional design, taking into account
Tomlinson´s (2005 ) statement "understands that students have different needs, proactively
plan a variety of ways to learn and to express what they have learned" (Pag . 56)
Differentiated instruction is student-centered. Students learn best when learning
experiences involve them, which makes it relevant and interesting. However, due to
individual differences, not all students will find the same teaching or activity just as
interesting, relevant and attractive. Moreover, differentiated instruction involves new
learning which is built on prior learning; however, not all students will have achieved the
same level in their previous learning contexts.
Taking into account the differences between students, their predominant
intelligences, weaknesses and preferred learning styles, differentiated instructions were
incorporated in the lesson plans targeting the enhancement of a specific type of intelligence
per session.
Considering the principles of differentiated instruction, the teacher-researcher
carefully planned each class, which had different stages. The warm-up routine, teaching
element, practice stage, and assessment. The development and implementation of a lesson
plan for each class also had to be applied, focusing on differentiated instruction. In the
following paragraphs, the researcher explains and illustrates some of the activities applied
using this approach in the classroom.
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Session 1
Objective: By the end of this lesson, the aim was for the learners to learn how to
tell an anecdote about their childhood using past simple and “used to” in (affirmative,
negative and interrogative form).
Intelligence: Verbal linguistic
Activity: The teacher asked students to name some verbs in order to remember
the correct pronunciation, then the teacher pasted some pictures of verbs on the board and
students played a memory game. Then the teacher started to tell her anecdotes before the
students began to recount what they had done at the weekend. The teacher applied a quiz in
pairs where they had to complete some sentences using the grammatical structure of past
simple. Finally, each student had to tell an anecdote using some pictures to make the story
more understandable. At the end of the class, students corrected the quiz and they discussed
and reflected on the answers.
According to Blooms’ taxonomy, word game activities enhance the verbal linguistic
intelligence and taking into account Tomlinson (2000), whenever a teacher encourages the
group to work together, the learners construct knowledge. In this situation, the teacher is
differentiating instruction. Furthermore, Gardner (1999) suggested that activities in which
students speak in front of the class helped to develop the linguistic intelligence and oral
expression of the learners.
Session 2
Objective: The aim of this class was to enhance students´ visual and
interpersonal intelligence through cooperative learning. Furthermore, they would learn and
use past tense verbs and use the structure of the past simple to tell stories in groups of four.
Intelligence: Visual and interpersonal
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Activity: In this class, the teacher told students about what happened in the last chapter
of a popular Sponge Bob cartoon, using verbs in past. Next, students were put into groups
of four and they created a comic poster summarizing what had happened in the last chapter
of their favorite comic. The predominant intelligence in this session was Visual
Intelligence. Gardner’s theory proposes the improvement of the Visual intelligence by
using pictures, recreating images and making posters.

A fundamental principle of Multiple intelligences theory consists of motivating the students
throughout their weaknesses and preferences and also creating different strategies to match
student’s needs, therefore this class was useful because it involved working with cartoons
which is something that pleases almost all children of that age.

Finally, they presented the posters and they voted to decide which poster was the
most creative and well done in terms of structure and content. This moment of the class was
characterized by the interpersonal intelligence, because they interacted with each other.

Session 3
Objective: At the end of the lesson, the aim was for students to recognize, read and
understand promises, decisions and express future plans.
Intelligence: Intrapersonal
Activity: In this class the teacher researcher started describing her plans for her next
holiday and then explained the use of “going to” giving some examples, then students had
to create some sentences using “going to” for talking about their own plans. This activity is
useful for enhancing intrapersonal intelligence because it requires students to contemplate
on their next holiday trip. Additionally, this type of activity allowed students to analyze
themselves in an introspective way by using the language feature.
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Session 4
Objective: Children will learn about functionality of each room in the house, and they
will be able to say what they can do there.
Intelligence: Logical mathematical
Activity: Students had a brainstorm in which they had to relate a tree, a sun and cloud
with colors green, yellow and blue. Then the students pasted images of apples, yellow
circles and blue ovals on them, taking into account the teacher’s instruction and the relation
that exists between the color and the image. In the application of multiple intelligences
theory it is important to follow a sequence in order to gain the logical mathematical
knowledge and foster students’ motivation and autonomy. For this reason, Lazear (1992)
proposes the step “Awaken the knowledge”.

Students worked in groups to complete an observation race. The observation race is
a competition where students look for some clues and solve some mathematical problems.
As soon as they solved the equations they had to discover the clue by answering this kind
of question:

What is the name of the part of the house where we can eat? Taking a bath,
brushing your teeth are activities that you can do in the_______?
Finally, in the form of a poster they drew the parts of the house in the same order
that they answered the questions. The multiple intelligence predominant in this activity was
the logical-mathematical intelligence, since students solved a problem and then they
organized the parts of the house in a sequence.
Also, this activity was done based on mathematical intelligence because they
classified the activities with the parts of the house.
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Session 5

Objective: Children will be able to express their preferences (likes and dislikes)
according to the context in which they are interacting.

Intelligence: Kinesthetic and musical
Activity: The teacher researcher gave the students the lyrics of the song “Do you
like broccoli ice cream” and flashcards illustrated with the word YES and the other one
with the word NO!
The song said: “Do you like ice cream? Do you like broccoli ice cream?” The
students sang yes or no according to the question and their likes. The intelligence involved
in this activity was the Musical Intelligence because the students interacted with the
rhythm, tone and content of the song responding to the lyrics with I like and I don’t like. As
well Gardner (1999) proposed this kind of activities for improving the pronunciation and to
establish a better relationship with the learning.
Afterwards, children were able to express their preferences more clearly using the
content of the song.

Session 6
Objective: The aim of this class was to enhance students´ visual and spatial
intelligence through identifying the different shapes and colors relating with vocabulary
that includes the elements of quotidian life.
Intelligence: Spatial
Activity: The pre-service teacher did a short review about the vocabulary of shapes and
colors to refresh students’ knowledge of objects people use in quotidian life, for example: a
cellphone has a square form. Then the teacher researcher pasted various everyday items of
different shapes and colors on the board. Students went outside and the teacher said: “touch
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the circles, touch the squares, touch dark blue, etc.” and students recognized them. Spatial
intelligence consists of the development of shapes, sense of color, size. This intelligence
provides the learner with the opportunity to know how things are constructed and thus the
activity was useful to integrate the vocabulary associated with the quotidian elements that
are regularly used.

Session 7
Objective: The aim of this class was to increase students’ naturalist intelligence
by means of giving their opinion about problems in nature.
Intelligence: Naturalist
Activity: The teacher researcher did a short review about nature vocabulary.
Students went to the garden of the school and located different types of plants. The teacher
researcher asked students to sit with their back to the board. Then the pre-service teacher
showed students pictures of environmental pollution and students facing the board
described the image. Furthermore, students narrated the type of environment with some
adjectives and nature vocabulary. Applying multiple intelligence theory consists of creating
innovative and dynamic pedagogical environments. With this activity, students were able to
take on a more active role in the class, and in this way create a more cohesive learning
environment, consistently focused on the naturalist pedagogical objective. As it was said in
the theory, naturalist intelligence provides the opportunity to be sensitized to the issues in
nature and the atmosphere in which we live.
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CHAPTER FIVE
Data Analysis and results

5.1 Needs analysis results from the surveys and questionnaires
In order to know students’ needs and their preferences in terms of activities linked
to the Multiple Intelligences, the researcher applied a diagnostic questionnaire and a survey
in order to collect useful information which is analyzed in the following graphs.
Graph 4 Interpersonal Intelligence

Interpersonal Intelligence
Do I like games where I have to
talk with others or do role plays ?
10%
Si

10%

No
80%

Mas o menos

The diagnostic survey and questionnaire provided the learning preferences of
students. The teacher researcher found that activities related to interpersonal intelligence
appeals to 80% of the class. On the other hand 10 % of students do not feel comfortable
playing games with others in class as a learning activity. And the other 10% of students
dislike games or role plays where they have to work with their classmates.
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Graph 5 Verbal linguistic Intelligence

Verbal linguistic intelligence
Do I like to read and write?
10%
Si
30%
60%

Mas o menos
No

The graph above provides the learning preferences of students in terms of linguisticverbal intelligence. The pre-service teacher found that 60% of students who participated in
the research enjoyed doing activities related with reading and writing texts. On other hand,
another 30% of students do not feel confident in their reading and writing abilities and in
the same way 10% of students dislike doing tasks in which they have to read and write.
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Graph 6 Logical Mathematical Intelligence

Logical Mathematical Intelligence
Do I like games which I have to
solve puzzles or solving matematical
questions?
20%
40%

40%

Si
No
Mas o menos

The diagnostic and the survey provided the learning preferences of students. The
pre-service teacher found that tasks related to the logical-mathematical intelligence appeals
to 40% of students. However, the teacher researcher found that another 40% of students do
not like activities that involves playing with numbers. Finally, 20 % of students do not feel
comfortable doing activities where they have to use logical mathematical skills.
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Graph 7 Musical Intelligence

Musical Intelligence
I enjoy the songs and rhythms in
English class ?
20%

Si
No

10%
70%

Mas o menos

The graph above shows the findings in terms of musical intelligence. It is possible
to say that 70% of the students enjoyed singing in class. Secondly, 20% of the students
neither liked nor disliked the songs and rhythms in the learning environment. The
remaining 10% of students disliked doing activities which involved working with music in
the English class.
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Graph 8 Spatial intelligence

Spatial Intelligence
I enjoy looking images and i
memorize them easily ?
20%
Si
No
20%

60%

Maso menos

The diagnostic survey and questionnaire provided the learning references of
students. The teacher researcher found that activities related with spatial intelligence appeal
to 60% of students. On the other hand 20% of students do not feel confident doing activities
in which they have to schematize, draw and memorize images. Finally, another 20% of
students do not like to do activities where they have to create and read maps, charts and
diagrams, as well as thinking in images and pictures.
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Graph 9 Bodily Kinesthetic intelligence

Bodily-kinesthetic Intelligence
Do I like sports, dancing ,
participating in plays?
20%
Si
No

10%
70%

Mas o menos

In terms of bodily kinesthetic intelligence throughout the diagnostic survey and
questionnaire it was found that 70% of learners enjoy sports, dancing and participate in
plays. On the other hand, 10% of students do not feel confident in their capacity to develop
activities in which they have to use corporal expression, dance, sports, and general tactile
activities. Finally, 20% of students do not trust in their ability to take part in activities
which involve moving the body.
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Graph 10 Intrapersonal intelligence

Intrapersonal Intelligence
Do I prefer to work alone ?
10%

20%
Si
No
Mas o menos

70%

The graph above shows how intrapersonal intelligence related activities did not
appeal with the students. The pre-service teacher found that 70% of students who
participated in the research dislike doing activities where they have to work alone. On the
other hand 20% of students feel confident in their capabilities for independent study.
Finally 10% of students favor the autonomous learning process.
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Graph 11Naturalistic Intelligence

Naturalist Intelligence
Do I like ecological activities , interact
with nature and the environment?
10%
Si
No

30%
60%

Mas o menos

The diagnostic survey and questionnaire provided learning preferences in terms of
naturalistic intelligence. 60% of students show a tendency to enjoy ecological activities,
interacting with nature and the environment. On the other hand 30% of students do not feel
confident in their ability to participate in natural and ecologic activities. Finally, 10% of
students dislike developing activities in which they have to interact with the environment.
The survey questionnaire applied identified students’ predominance in the
intelligences that have traditionally been valued in the (linguistic and logical-mathematical)
schools. The results demonstrated that the majority of students possess pre-dominant
interpersonal and spatial intelligences and most of them need to work on developing
intrapersonal intelligence
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5.2 Content Analysis
This chapter presents the analysis of data where the mixed approach and content
analysis were employed. Cohen, Manion, and Morrison (2007) claim the term content
analysis is the process of summarizing and reporting written data, the main contents of data
and their messages. Strictly speaking, it defines a firm and systematic set of procedures for
the rigorous analysis, examination and verification of the contents of written data.
According to Cohen content analysis is defined as (as cited in Krippendorp, 2007)
“A research technique for making replicable and valid inferences from texts (or
other meaningful matter) to the contexts of their use’. Texts are defined as any
written communicative materials which are intended to be read, interpreted and
understood by people other than the analysts” (Page. 475).
Content analysis has several positive aspects. It is an unobtrusive technique (Cohen,
Manion and Morrison as cited in Krippendorp 2007) in that each one can observe without
being observed. It focuses on language and linguistic features, meaning in context, is
systematic and verifiable (e.g. in its use of codes and categories), as the rules for analysis
are explicit, transparent and public (Cohen, Manion and Morrison 2007). Moreover, as the
data are in a permanent form (texts), verification through re-analysis and replication is
possible.
Many researchers see content analysis as an alternative to numerical analysis of
qualitative data. But this is not so, although it is widely used as a device for extracting
numerical data from word-based data. Content analysis contributes to the establishment of
categories and subcategories of study that arise from the data.
The following table shows the instruments employed to gather the information
during the process and the order they were applied:
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Table 3 Instruments

Instrument
1.

Number of students

Survey

8

Target
This

instrument

allowed

the

teacher researcher to make a

(diagnostic stage)

about

diagnosis

students’

preferences of learning activities
through using MIT as a baseline.
2.

Questionnaire

10

Provide information about the
inclination of students and their

(diagnostic stage)

preferences for learning styles.
3.

Observation Journals

10

Provide general comments on the
lesson process in order to give a

(implementation stage)

detailed

description

of

the

development of the 7 sessions.
4.

Interview

10

(evaluation stage)

This

instrument

information

about

gathered
students’

perceptions towards class sessions
based on MIT.

5.3 Data analysis procedure
Taking into account the type of data gathered and the instruments applied to obtain
information, I used four of nine steps on qualitative analysis of content (see table 2)
provided by Cohen and Manion (2007) to analyze data. Those steps offer the possibility to
extract more useful information for comparing and stating the theoretical conclusions
catching the essential features of the research process. In fact, “content analysis reduces the
interrogants them into a summary form using the theory in a systematic, replicable, and
observable rule from the inductive approach” (p. 476)
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Table 4 Data analysis procedure

1.

Define the sample to be included

In this stage it is important to choose the more
relevant data with the purpose of preparing and
analyzing the data to have clear ideas about the
possible categories.

2.

Define the unit of analysis

To select the most valuable information for coding,
comparing and filtering data, it allows for the
filtering and schematization of the different topics.

3.

Decide the codes to be used in the

Code the data by the iteration and reiteration of

analysis

information with the purpose of finding the key
words fitting into the same group of parallel
information.

4.

Construct the categories for analysis

Grouping the key features showing links between
units of analysis, pre-service teacher grouped the
information into domain and main codes of analysis.

In this project the teacher researcher, organized and synthesized the data by using a
matrix in order to group the more relevant information and minimize unusable data. As a
result, it provides reliable data to establish the categories.
The steps that were followed to apply data analysis and subtract the categories were taken
from the journals. The teacher-researcher simultaneously analyzed and coded the
recurrences of the different behaviors of students towards the multiple intelligences
activities (see table 3).
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Table 5 Recurrence of behaviors towards the activities applied

Recurrence Arrangements
Findings

Class #1

Class #2

Class #3

Class #4

Class #5

Class #6

Class #7

Reception

X

7

2

1

2

1

X

Disinterest

X

X

3

2

X

1

7

Motivation

8

4

3

9

4

4

3

Anxiety and

1

X

2

6

X

2

4

9

5

4

6

8

5

3

confusion
Pertinent
Participation
The numbers represent the frequency of behaviors expressed by students based on evidence from the field
journals.

5.3.1 Define the codes to be included
First, it is important to organize chronologically the student’s observations and also
their progress. The teacher researcher organized the observations in parallel with the
interviews in order to read the data in detail. Then by using a matrix and highlighting the
most important information in the interview transcripts and the class observation journals
the pre-service teacher defined the data for codifying.
The research question was the main step taken into account for developing the
impact of the multiple intelligences theory implementation. I analyzed all the interviews
and journals with the purpose of obtaining the possible pre-categories about the influence
of implementing the different intelligences for learning English. Throughout the course the
field journal was filled with relevant information for making the data valid.
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5.3.2

Define the unit of analysis

First of all, in order to establish the unit of analysis it is important to define the concept.
According to Cohen, Manion and Morrison (2007) it is a process of grouping the
information into different levels such as, a words, phrases, sentences, paragraphs whole
texts, people and themes.
For that reason, it is really important to take care when selecting the unit of analysis,
in order for the analysis process to be reliable. In fact, the units of analysis mentioned
above should be classified into each category according to the authors call (semantic
validity) which means correct organization of data grouping the information according to
which is most important (see Table 5). In other words, this is a process which provides the
opportunity to apply a filter with common information for instance: specific themes, topics
and findings with the emerged pre-categories.
In this research all the units of analysis were carried out together then, the
observation journals and interview transcripts were compared and cross examined in order
to organize the information according to what was most useful. Additionally, possible
relationships between categories were identified.

5.3.3

Decide the codes to be used in the analysis

When all the similar data were grouped together, the specific codes were chosen
from the definition of the unit of analysis. The most relevant meaning was then selected.
Cohen, Manion and Morrison (2007) suggest looking for relevant syntactical units such as
words, sentences, paragraphs chapters etc. See the table below that shows the codification.
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Se observó que los estudiantes recibieron con interés y compromiso el tema, Daniela y Vanessa
sobresalieron pues participaron continuamente (POSITIVE REACTIONS TOWARDS THE ACTIVITIES) y
demostraron tener buen desempeño en habilidades de lectura y escritura. Por otro lado, Tomas mostro cierta
inseguridad en las actividades planteadas pues le costó mucho hacer el ejercicio de su biografía y relacionar
esto con el tema de verbos regulares y pasado simple. (NEGATIVE REACTIONS)

En general el grupo mostro interés y participación, se percibió que los estudiantes en su mayoría cuentan con
habilidades y capacidades muy marcadas para la inteligencia verbal lingüística. (INTELLIGENCE
ENHANCED ) A nivel de las otras asignaturas han adquirido bastantes conocimientos que los hacen
inclinarse por lo relacionado con la inteligencia verbal-lingüística.

5.3.4 Construct the categories
After reading the units of analysis the following categories emerged: Positive
reactions, comprehension, negative attitudes, enhanced skills because most of the data
gathered provides those themes. In that way, those codes are related with the recurrences in
relevant behaviors observed in the field journals. The objective was to organize the
information to consolidate the data into the different categories.
Finally, with the aim of establishing the sub-categories the teacher researcher
organized the information into a content analytic summary table. Table 5 shows the
categories and sub-categories that demonstrate the impact of implementing the multiple
intelligences theory in the English classroom.
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Table 6 The categories and subcategories which emerged from qualitative data

Categories

Positive

Cognitive

Skills enhanced

Negative

reactions

performances

for each

reactions

intelligence

towards the

towards the
activities

Subcategories

activities

Engagement with

Better

Perception and

the task

Comprehension

memory

Lack of interest

retention.
Motivation

Difficulty and

Inferring and

Rejection

confusion

reasoning

Receptivity with

Improvements in

Suggest

activities

pronunciation

hypothesis

Interest

Completion of

Fluency and

Insecurity and

activities at ease

confidence in oral

anxiety

Apathy

performances
Creativity

Misunderstanding

imagination

5.4 Summarizing and interpretation of the categories
According to Cohen, Manion and Morrison (2007) for interpreting the above
categories the teacher researcher must identify the key factors and areas for generating a
punctual description of each category. By developing analytical questions it is easy to
answer the research questions and identify the impact of implementing MIT in the
English classroom.
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5.4.2

Positive Reactions

Attitude awareness is the first category for describing the effects of implementing
MIT in the English classroom. The units of analysis helped to clarify the predominant
abilities of each student, along with their attitudes towards the activities applied, as well as
their performance. In addition, it is relevant to show how students can learn successfully
using their weaknesses and natural talents. Then, it was possible to link several attitudes
that students had when the MIT activities were applied, with the purpose of generating new
performances and perceptions of the English class.

Through naming and codifying the data in the field journals, certain repetitive
behaviors were found which were relevant to analyze. For instance, engagement with the
task, motivation, and receptivity with the activities provides an idea of the effort and
participation of students in class. In fact, the positive reactions of students were present in
students who were really focused on the exercises.

Based on the information gathered through journals, it is valid to say that activities
such as writing about personal topics, group work, singing and listening to music, provide
students with an interest for learning, harmony, motivation. In consequence students
genuinely enjoy learning English. Field journal 2 shows the interest and the positive
relationship that students had with the interpersonal intelligence by doing a brief
presentation about anecdotes (instructional design session 2). See the table below.

Field Journal 2
Se evidenció que los once niños participantes de la clase tienen habilidades explicitas y
muy marcadas en el trabajo en grupo. Se observan muy interesados y agradados con la
actividad propuesta. Se observó la habilidad de establecer relaciones asertivas con sus
compañeros y a su vez escuchar al otro para lograr un objetivo grupal.
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It can be said that students were interested in doing activities which involved
Interpersonal intelligence. Also these kinds of activities promoted a high level of
receptivity in the students and this represents a positive impact of implementing MIT in the
English class.

5.4.3

Cognitive performances

Cognitive performances is the second category, the data from the observation of the
cognitive features was collected from the 7 classes taught. It was found by applying the
MIT theory that students showed confidence doing activities.
In summary, when analyzing the field journal certain features were consistent, such
as security for the topics, misunderstanding and confidence with the subject. It was found
that activities such as reading and writing short texts about students’ thinking allowed them
to clarify their ideas by using different grammar structures, vocabulary and contextual
information. Furthermore, these activities encouraged the learners’ thinking abilities
improving their command of the subject. On the other hand, students demonstrated some
difficulties when doing logical mathematical activities. Field journal 1 and field journal 4
give a brief description about students’ learning development using linguistic-verbal
intelligence and logical mathematical intelligence.
Field journal 1 and 4
Class objective: Identificar los verbos regulares en pasado y la estructura del pasado simple con el propósito
de estar en capacidad de hablar de hechos y/o anécdotas pasadas.

Se observó que los estudiantes recibieron con interés y compromiso el tema. Daniela y Vanessa
sobresalieron pues participaron constantemente logrando identificar las partículas de los verbos terminados
en ed y los verbos irregulares. Por otro lado Tomás mostro inseguridad y falta de entendimiento en las
actividades planteadas ya que le costó mucho hacer el ejercicio de escribir su biografía …
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5.4.4

Skills enhanced for each intelligence

The third category of analysis took place in two important stages, firstly in the
assessment of in-class activities, and secondly in the interviewing of students after the
lessons in accordance with the MIT principles. It was useful to see how students had
improved their weaknesses based on their performance during the activities.
Through tasks based on creativity, bodily expression, music, and spatial capacity,
interaction with the environment, and sensory learning, Gardner (2005) states that it is
possible for students to become more aware of their strengths and weaknesses, intellectual
abilities and can improve their motivation and learning process. In consequence the
students can mature intellectually. In this research, these kinds of activities were useful to
improve some students’ cognitive abilities.
Some of the favorable impacts of the implementation of MIT in the English class
were related to improvements associated with perception and memory, guided for visualspace intelligence, the fluidity in performances conducted by bodily kinesthetic intelligence
and advances in pronunciation facilitated by musical intelligence. Moreover, field journals
5, 6 provide the reaction that students had after applying some activities.
Field journal #5
Class objective: Los estudiantes expresan sus preferencias usando nombres y vocabulario apropiado para
expresar dichas preferencias.

Se observó que los estudiantes en su totalidad participaron activamente y con entusiasmo en la actividad, de
la misma manera luego de terminar la actividad fue posible ver que pronuncian de mejor manera las frases “I
like- I dont like”
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Field journal 6
Class objective: Los estudiantes expresaran vocabulario referente a formas y colores evidenciados en
elementos de la vida cotidiana.

Se observó que en su totalidad los estudiantes mostraron agrado y con la actividad mostraron cierta mejora
en la percepción de colores y formas relacionados con los elementos de uso diario. También esta actividad
permitió que los niños tuvieran una mejor expresión corporal sintiéndose así motivados a participar y
competir puesto que les agrada bastante hacer actividades que tiene que ver con movimiento.

5.4.5

Negative reactions

Adverse attitudes is the fourth and final category. Taking into account the surveys,
field journals, and interviews, the students were sometimes apathetic towards the activities
and therefore they did not feel comfortable in class. This contrasted with some of the
surveys in which they expressed interest in taking part in tasks.
The most recurrent negative attitudes towards the activities applied were lack of
interest and insecurity. For example, students showed insecurity and indifference when they
had to talk about environmental problems. The survey & questionnaire results illustrate that
the majority of students really enjoyed interacting with nature and liked learning about
aspects of ecology (see graph 8). However, in the observations carried out they were not
able to express their opinions about different problems which affect the environment where
we live. This information can be evidenced in journal 7.
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Journal 7

Class objective: El estudiante es capaz de expresar su pensamiento crítico acerca de la
problemática ambiental que hay en el mundo.

En esta clase hubo cierta falta de interés para con la temática tratada, adicionalmente para
los niños fue bastante complicado expresarse puesto que no conocen vocabulario en ingles
asociado con la naturaleza y debido a esto se llevó a cabo una charla en español dejando de
lado el idioma ingles y por lo tanto no fue posible cumplir con el objetivo de la clase.

Finally, the teacher researcher found that the categories and subcategories in table
five represented the most recurrent behaviors that students presented when MIT was
applied. In fact those behaviors and data provided several important answers about the
effects of implementing multiple intelligences in the English process which was the original
research question.
Throughout this data analysis it was possible to identify the strengths and
weaknesses of students in their English learning process, furthermore the data previously
analyzed allowed the teacher researcher to create a base line for stating the pedagogical
implications, limitations and further research.
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CHAPTER VI
6. Conclusions and discussions
6.1 Conclusions and findings
The implementation of Multiple Intelligence Theory at Fundacion ASE led me to
some conclusions that are important for answering the research question set out at the
beginning of this paper. The analysis of the process provides useful information based on
the positive and negative impacts on student’s multiple intelligences. First all of, I can
conclude that the learning and teaching processes were motivating, innovative and
versatile. During the process each class was focused on MIT by applying a variety of
English language activities that stimulated the different intelligences proposed by Gardner
(1999). This made it possible to engage multiple memory pathways necessary to produce
sustained deep learning (Schumann 1997).
One of the goals of this project was to implement MIT for identifying and then
increasing students’ strengths. I can say that this objective has already been accomplished
according to the data presented before in the description of positive reactions. Furthermore,
the findings showed that by applying activities which involved musical intelligence,
learners who participated in this action research improved their pronunciation. The students
were able to pronounce the vocabulary words that they learned more accurately towards the
end of the class, where musical intelligence related activities were applied. Armstrong
(2002) mentions that musical intelligence is a useful tool for people who are learning a
language, because it is possible to improve pronunciation by using rhythm, tone and timbre.
Also, the results demonstrated that learners really enhanced the bodily kinesthetic
intelligence and the visual space intelligence which allowed them to improve their different
skills and finally engage them with the tasks in which they felt more comfortable. This
increases the chances for an adequate learning process. The finding supports Lazear’s
(1992) argument that when students feel comfortable with the learning tasks, they learn
more effectively. Additionally, one important effect relating to logical mathematical
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intelligence is apparent in the field journal, questionnaire and survey results. It was found
that less than half of the students definitely do not appreciate doing activities related to this
intelligence. However, this was not representative for their overall learning.
Looking at the results of the surveys, the questionnaires and the observations it can
be considered that each student possessed the eight multiple intelligences in varying
degrees. These intelligences can be enhanced through different teaching strategies using
appropriate tools that enrich the pedagogical environments. Each type of intelligence tends
to reinforce the other as shown in the positive results in the combined English (linguistic
intelligence) and Science (naturalistic intelligence) instruction.
During this project I noticed that students felt more confident doing activities which
encouraged the cognitive process and achieved the objectives proposed at the beginning of
the research paper. It was found that improvements in learning and cognitive issues were
influenced by students’ learning preferences as well as their weaknesses and strengths.
According to Viens (1999), a MI-based curriculum provides students with the opportunity
to enrich their own strengths and abilities. Additionally, another positive impact is related
with the students’ increased interest for learning language. The outcomes show that learners
were engaged and were able to complete the tasks successfully. The teacher researcher
applied differentiated instructions and incorporated dynamic activities, making the
pedagogical process relevant, efficient and meaningful. Using differentiated instructions
allows students to maximize their learning needs and opportunities in a way that a
traditional approaches cannot.
Another positive impact of implementing MIT in a Basic English class is the use of
alternative evaluation methods by the researcher such as peer evaluation feedback,
performances, and journals (among others) to maintain a more objective appraisal rather
than subjective grading. These types of assessments are classified as alternative. In fact the
students who participated in this study were able to learn in a more conscious way,
overcoming difficulties and reinforcing their interpersonal and cognitive abilities, echoing
Libman’s (2010) study.
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Nevertheless, instances of negative behaviors impacted adversely on some activities
applied during the process. In some classes students did not feel comfortable, and they dealt
with this by behaving badly, reducing the effectiveness of the class environment. For
instance in some classes students lacked interest. Two cases stand out. Firstly the lesson
focusing on naturalistic intelligence where students debated environmental protection, and
secondly when the teacher researcher explained grammar and language features related to
linguistic intelligence, students did not comply. Instead of paying attention, some students
talked to their classmates, became distracted, and even chewed gum. In consequence the
teacher had to come up with other strategies to catch and maintain their attention, as well as
controlling their behavior. However this negative reaction helped the teacher to look for a
different teaching approach which would present the knowledge in a more engaging way,
and keep students’ focused on the learning content.
Another negative impact of the implementation of MI was insecurity and anxiety,
behaviors which were noted in 5 observation journals during class observation. This
attitude affected the classes in which students were performing. Some of the students felt
nervous or anxious when performing certain tasks due to the fact that they had to talk to the
rest of the class. Additionally, in session number 7 (See instructional design) the majority
of students did not feel comfortable with activities being implemented by the teacher
researcher. Their lack of security manifested itself in apathy towards discussing topics
related to nature due to their lack of vocabulary. The outcome coincides with Tomlinson
(2003)’s finding that teachers should encourage the implementation of activities according
to students’ learning profile, contributing to a more efficient teaching and learning process.

Finally, with regard to the teacher researcher, on reflection I concluded that
implementing multiple intelligences theory in a basic language learning context is a very
hard process in which it is very important to know the students’ preferred learning styles,
activities and topics of interest among others. When these needs and preferences are taken
into account, the learning and teaching process is easier to develop. This improves student
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and teacher performance. Classes based on MIT promote students’ motivation and
confidence for improving their autonomy in accordance with their academic and personal
capacities.

6.2 Pedagogical Implications

From this study and the data that I collected, I gained an immense amount of
knowledge about how to use this data to provide better educational experiences for the
children. The results of research into the implementation of MIT contributes to the field of
education research in the Colombian context. Implementing multiple intelligence theory in
language teaching permits the reorientation of traditional teaching practices, towards a
curriculum which responds to the individual differences of each student. Moreover, taking a
multiple intelligence approach boosts students’ predominant strengths encouraging teachers
to design suitable activities which enhance each type of intelligence.
Following this reasoning it also gives pupils the chance to learn and observe new
ways of approaching an activity. By providing students with learning opportunities which
promote the use of cognitive strengths, teachers can simultaneously motivate them and in
consequence improve their academic development. Gardner (1993) describes his multiple
intelligences model as “education for understanding which entails the necessity for a
diverse curriculum.” In addition, a varied and innovative syllabus stimulates pedagogical
participants as lessons are more inspiring.
My personal development as the teacher researcher has given me the opportunity to
work with students, observing and analyzing their behavior. This role gave me the
opportunity to assess myself and therefore my teaching style. I can conclude from my
personal teaching experiences that I frequently use interpersonal and bodily kinesthetic
intelligences when learning and linguistic when teaching. Due to the type of activities that I
as a teacher applied to my students, working on this research gave me the chance to reflect
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on my teaching style. Furthermore, I entertained the idea of implementing other
intelligences with the purpose of making a differentiated pedagogical environment in which
students could demonstrate knowledge in multiple ways. When applying such an approach,
teachers must at all times be conscious of the different ways in which pupils manifest their
learning. Reflecting on Armstrong’s theory, one of the most important arguments for using
MIT is the ability to create effective tools for enhancing students’ preferences with the
learning needs (Armstrong 2000).
In conclusion, the multiple intelligences theory approach enabled flexibility in the
use of different activities in the Basic English classroom. MIT can be adapted for various
learning backgrounds or institutions, as was carried out in this study. However several
modifications must be taken into account. For instance adjustments should be made
according to the type of learners (their academic ability, preferences for learning, age, etc)
as well as the context of their social and economic background. Implementing such
|adjustments has a positive impact on results within the use of multiple intelligences with
the help of differentiated instruction. These teaching strategies allow educators to see what
kind of activities work better with students whilst promoting critical thinking. Furthermore,
it helps students to understand their own predominant intelligences and work with them in a
more productive way, with the purpose of fully achieving their learning and personal goals.
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6.3 Research Limitations

Some limitations were found in this research that affected the implementation of
multiple intelligences theory with basic English students. To begin, the teacher researcher
was not able to use the desired length of time to apply multiple intelligences activities
because the study was carried out only on Saturdays. Additionally, the foundation asked the
teacher researcher to develop further extra-curricular activities, such as a children’s day and
closing ceremony. Preparing students sufficiently would have demanded time and resources
which were both scarce. It was therefore not possible to achieve all the goals proposed for
the application of tasks based on multiple intelligences theory.
Secondly, some students did not attend classes regularly. In consequence those who
did not attend the previous class were not focused on the activities set out at the beginning
of the lesson because they had missed important information. Moreover, collecting the data
of the surveys, interviews and questionnaires was problematic due to absences of some
students. Their lack of attendance during the weeks in which the data collection procedure
was carried out meant they could not participate.
Another important limitation was the lack of material which set back the
development of the teaching exercise. The Alianza Social Educativa did not count with
technological resources such as an audiovisual room, DVD, Video Beam, or tape recorders.
This meant that the English classes could not be made more dynamic with the use of extra
resources. Therefore, sometimes the teacher researcher had to use her own resources such
as a laptop and a portable DVD player. Therefore, the absence of adequate resources posed
a considerable constraint on the lesson’s potential for motivation.
On the other hand, when students answered the interview they were not able to
provide in depth answers about their perceptions towards the activities applied due to the
age factor. Furthermore their answers were basic and most of them were not useful for the
data analysis procedure.
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Finally, a limitation present in most schools and learning institutions consists of the
interaction between students and teachers. Namely, the inability to control students. The
teacher researcher did not always have the capacity to control the discipline of the students.
When the pre-service teacher applies multiple intelligence related activities, they must
always ensure that students are constantly engaged with the activities instead of taking part
in disruptive behaviors.
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6.4 Further research

The findings of this study provide new perspectives about how The Multiple
intelligences can be combined into language learning in the context of different educational
institutions. The main target of the project was to produce a pedagogical and action
research. For this reason, future language teachers could be encouraged to use this research
to analyze and research how multiple intelligence theory can be applied in language
practicum in community school contexts.
The teacher researcher made some recommendations for further studies related to
the impact of implementing MIT with Basic English students. Educators such as teachers
and curriculum designers must acknowledge the different activities based on MI; and
should apply a variety of multiple intelligences tasks using differentiated instruction.
Another important point for further research, is to compare MI with other teaching methods
and approaches with the purpose of analyzing the effectiveness of implementation in ELT.
Finally, future research could analyze each of the eight multiple intelligences in
depth in order to suggest which is the best method for applying MI theories when learning
English as a foreign language. Additionally, further researchers could use alternative
assessment which promotes students’ improvement and receptivity towards the activities
done in the classroom.
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APPENDICES
Appendix 1 Students Survey

Seleccione una sola opción
¿Me gusta ordenar cosas de
5
4
3
un mismo grupo?
¿Cuidar mi medio ambiente
5
4
3
es importante para mí?
¿Me gusta mover mi cuerpo
5
4
3
con un ritmo cualquiera?
¿Disfruto los juegos de
memoria, armar cosas,
5
4
3
ordenar?
¿Toco o me gustaría tocar
5
4
3
algún instrumento?
¿Me gustan las actividades
al aire libre e interactuar con
5
4
3
la naturaleza?
¿Sigo correctamente
5
4
3
instrucciones?
¿Me gustan los videos
5
4
3
musicales?
¿Memorizo las cosas por sus
5
4
3
imágenes?
¿A menudo decoro mi
habitación con imágenes,
5
4
3
afiches etc.?
¿Me gusta trabajar en
5
4
3
grupo?
¿Disfruto de las
5
4
3
matemáticas?
¿Mis sentimientos afectan
5
4
3
en mi aprendizaje?
¿Me siento bien ayudándole
5
4
3
a los demás?
¿Escribir es mi actividad
5
4
3
favorita?
¿Se me facilita hablar en
5
4
3
grupo?
¿Me gusta leer?
5
4
3

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1
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Seleccione una sola opción
¿Soy bueno creando arte?
5
4
3
¿Me gusta estar rodeado de
5
4
3
gente?
¿Realizo actividades de
5
4
3
meditación?
¿Soy desordenado?
5
4
3
¿Si no entiendo algo,
rápidamente le pregunto a
5
4
3
mi profesor?
¿Constantemente me
5
4
3
preocupo por mi bienestar?
¿Dibujo las ideas en mi
5
4
3
mente?
¿Soy hábil deportivamente?
5
4
3
¿Me gusta tener mascotas o
5
4
3
cuidar alguna planta?
¿La religión que practico es
5
4
3
importante para mi vida?
¿Disfruto cuando me
expreso bailando o viendo a
5
4
3
otros bailar?

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1
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Appendix 2 Students Questionnaire
WEAKNESSES LINKED WITH THE MULTIPLE INTELLIGENCES
DEVELOPMENT OF BASIC STUDENTS AT ASE
Name: ________________________________________________________
Date: ____________________________
Place: ____________________________
Language feature: _______________
Class objective: __________________
Answer the following questions using the faces according to your preferences:

¿Me gusta leer y escribir? (I like to read and to write)
¿Disfruto resolver rompecabezas? (I enjoy to solve
puzzles)
¿Me gustan los juegos que tengan que ver con
números? (I like games related with numbers)
¿Me gusta hacer deporte, bailar, participar en obras de
teatro? (I like sports, dancing, participating in theater
plays)
¿Prefiero trabajar sola/o? (I prefer to work alone)
¿Me gustan los juegos donde tengo que conversar con
los demás o hacer juego de roles? ( I like games where I
have to talk to others or do role play)
¿Me gustan las actividades ecológicas, interactuar con
la naturaleza y el medio ambiente? ( I like the green
activities, interact with nature and the environment)
¿Disfruto de las canciones y los ritmos en clase de
inglés? ( I enjoy the songs and rhythms in English Class)
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Appendix 3 Field Journal Format
REFLEXIVE JOURNAL ABOUT STUDENTS WEAKNESSES LINKED
WITH THE MULTIPLE INTELLIGENCES DEVELOPMENT OF BASIC
STUDENTS AT ASE

Name: ______________________________________________________
Date: ____________________________
Place: ____________________________
Language feature: _______________
Class objective: __________________

Performance
weaknesses

Learning
strategies

Intelligence
developed

Relevant
situations –
reflections
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APPENDIX. 4 STUDENTS INTERVIEW

¿CÓMO ME GUSTA APRENDER?
1.

¿Para ti fue importante aprender el tema like and dont like con la canción i dont
like bróccoli ? Justifica tu respuesta. (For you was interesting and suitable to
learn like and I don’t like with song I like broccoli ice cream? Justify your
answer.

2.

Ddisfrutaste de los juegos y las dinámicas, juegos al momento de desarrollar
actividades en clase? Si, No ¿Por qué? (Did you enjoy the games and dynamics
when developing activities? Yes, No. Why?)

3.

¿Disfrutaste de aquellas actividades donde tenías que trabajar en grupo? O
donde tenías que trabajar solo? Si, No ¿Por qué? (Did you enjoy the activities
where you have to work in group or did you prefer to work alone? Yes, No.
Why?)

4.

¿En qué momentos te afectaste o te sentiste mal al momento de hacer una
actividad? (in which moments were you affected while doing an activity?

5.

¿Te gusto la actividad donde tenías que armar parejas memorizando verbos en
pasado y presente?, fuiste hábil al momento de desarrollar esa actividad? ¿Por
qué? (Did you like the memory game for learning the verbs in present and past?
Were you skillful doing that activity? Why?)

6.

Disfrutaste de la clase donde tuviste que dibujar tu comic favorito? (Did you
enjoy the class where you had to draw and write the story of your favorite
comic?

7.

¿Disfrutaste de la clase sonde se trataron temas del medio ambiente? Si, no ¿por
qué ? (Did you enjoy the class where you have to discuss about the
environment? Yes, no why?)
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Appendix 4 Lesson Plan 1

DATE: February 23rd 2013
TIME: 9 -12:00pm
NUMBER OF STUDENTS:
TEACHERS’ NAME: Diana Lozano
LEARNING OBJECTIVE(S)
SEQUENCING
Describe briefly what was done in
the previous lesson and what will be done in
the next and how this lesson provides proper
sequencing and scaffolding

ASSUMED KNOWLEDGE


LOCATION OF LESSON: FUNDACION ASE
LENGTH OF LESSON: 3 hours
STUDENTS’ CEFR LEVEL: Intermediate children
INTELLIGENCE: Verbal-linguistic
By the end of this lesson, the learners will be to identify the regular verbs in past tense.
And students review the simple past (affirmative, negative and interrogative form).
Previous class students reviewed and learnt the irregular verbs in past form. In this class students are going to identify the
regular verbs in past.

Learners are already able to differentiate the present simple with the past simple.
Learners don´t remember the irregular verbs in past form.

ANTICIPATED DIFFICULTIES
Students don´t remember the mining of verbs.

1.
2.

PROCEDURE
WARM-UP

Students socialize the homework. And Teacher verifies that students understand
the topic.

ANTICIPATED SOLUTIONS
Teacher and students are going to review the verbs in present and their pronunciation.
MATERIALS
REQUIRED

AIM

Blackboard, markers.

Students will
review the verbs
and structure in
past time.

2. TEACHING
3.

Teacher introduces to students the regular verbs.

4.

Teacher show to students flashcards with regular verbs, in past tense and
disrupted (10 verbs). Students try to organize the verbs and also they will tell
briefly what they did the last weekend. .

Guide,
Blackboard, markers.

KIND OF INTERACTION

DURATION

Teacher and Sts.

15 min

Teacher and Sts.
Class interaction.

30 min

Teacher and Sts.

30 min

Teacher and Sts.

20 minutes

Teacher and Sts.

30 minutes

Student will learn
the regular verbs
in past tense.

3. ASSESMENT
5.

Quiz: Teacher apply a quiz when verify if the students understand the topic.
Notebooks,
markers.
4. HOMEWORK

Student will
review the regular
verbs and the
pronunciation.

Flashcards

Each one represent own biography in a billboard with images. Imagine that you
are a old.
Blackboard,
markets, notebook,
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Appendix 5 Lesson Plan 2

DATE: March 2ND 2013
LOCATION OF LESSON: fundación alianza social educative
TIME: 9 -12:30pm
LENGTH OF LESSON: 3 hours
NUMBER OF STUDENTS: thirteen
STUDENTS’ CEFR LEVEL: Intermediate children
TEACHERS’ NAME: Diana Marcela Lozano
INTELLIGENCE: Visualand interpersonal
At the end of the lesson, students recognize at least ten verbs (regular verbs) in past and they can make sentences or tell stories that each one did in the
LEARNING OBJECTIVE(S)
past doing short sentences
SEQUENCING
During the class teacher makes a review about the last class and then start with the following subject (past simple) talking about memories and past
states
ANTICIPATED DIFFICULTIES

-

Some students are confused between the grammatical structure of simple past
question form.

-

Students do not recognize some vocabulary in order to create more elaborated
sentences.

1.

ANTICIPATED SOLUTIONS
Teacher is going to make a short review about the meaning of some verbs and a short explanation of the simple present.

PROCEDURE
WARM-UP-ROUTINE

MATERIALS
REQUIRED

Teacher makes a review about the last subject (present simple) that the students saw
Blackboard,
markers.
2.

TEACHING (Main tasks)

Teacher will tell a past story about a chapter of the comic-sponge bob emphasizing on the
verbs that students learnt last class.

5.
PRACTICE
Students will do a comic story in a poster telling what happened in the last chapter of their
favorite comic.

AIM

Student will
understand the
subject and the verbs
in past (regular
verbs).

KIND OF INTERACTION

DURATION

Teacher and Ss.

Teacher and Ss.
Class interaction.

20 min

30

Images,
Blackboard, markers.

Blackboard,
markers, paper, paint et.

The poser has to have draws, text and paint.

6.
ASSEMENT
Teacher gives a worksheet to Ss in order to practice grammatical structure and vocabulary.
Notebooks,
markers,
ball

Student will
understand the
subject and the verbs
in past (regular
verbs).

Teacher and Sts.

Students
will play with the
teacher strike out and
must organize each
sentence

Teacher and Sts.

30 min

20 minutes
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Appendix 6 Lesson Plan 3

DATE: April 5th 2013
LOCATION OF LESSON: fundación alianza social educative
TIME: 9 -12:30pm
LENGTH OF LESSON: 3 hours
NUMBER OF STUDENTS: thirteen
STUDENTS’ CEFR LEVEL: Intermediate children
TEACHERS’ NAME: Diana Marcela Lozano
INTELLIGENCE: Intrapersonal
At the end of the lesson, students recognize the grammatical structure in order to write, read and understand promises, decisions
LEARNING OBJECTIVE(S)
and plans.
SEQUENCING

Last class was the oral and writing exam; we did a short review about, past simple, present simple, verbs, hobbies and habits.

This class Ss will learn the grammatical structure of future will and going to in order to express plans inmediate, or future decisions.

Next class Ss will work on past participle and frequency adverbs with the purpose to amplify their language feature and oral skill.
ANTICIPATED DIFFICULTIES
In the exam was possible to find that some students have problems
adding the S in the verbs in third person (simple present). Also some
on the already do not know the verbs in past.

ANTICIPATED SOLUTIONS
Teacher is going to make a short review about the meaning of some verbs and a short explanation of the
simple present in third person doing the feedback of the exam.

PROCEDURE
1.

MATERIALS
REQUIRED

AIM

KIND OF
INTERACTION

DURATION

WARM-UP-ROUTINE

Teacher makes a feedback of the first term exam. Also T and Ss will do some
routine exercises.

2. TEACHING
Teacher stars telling their plans for next holiday using some pictures.

Blackboard,
markers.

Images, Blackboard,
markers.

Student will be
conscious about
their typical
mistakes and also
T and Ss will
practice some
commands doing
exercises..

20 min
Teacher and Ss.

Teacher and Ss.
Class interaction.

Teacher will tell to
Ss her plans for
holiday drawing
on the board using
the going to.
3.

31
15 min

PRACTICE

Teacher explains the “going to” giving some examples. Then students will build
up some sentences about their plans using going to, then they are going to do a
short oral presentation to the rest of the class telling those plans.

Blackboard, markers,
photocopies.

Student will
understand the
going to and will,
and T will do a
comparative
schema in order to
explain the
differences.

Teacher and Sts.

30 min
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4. ASSEMENT
Ss will write a short paragraph telling what plans they have immediately and what
plans they have in the future.

Notebooks, markers.

Ss will do a short
comic expressing
plans a decisions.

Teacher and Sts.
20 min

6.- Homework: bring some materials for the project.
Blackboard,
markets, notebook,
worksheets.

Teacher and Sts.
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Appendix 7 Lesson Plan 4

DATE: April 21st 2013
LOCATION OF LESSON: fundación alianza social educative
TIME: 9 -12:30pm
LENGTH OF LESSON: 3 hours
NUMBER OF STUDENTS: thirteen
STUDENTS’ CEFR LEVEL: Intermediate children
TEACHERS’ NAME: Diana Marcela Lozano
INTELLIGENCE: Logical mathematical
Children will describe to the classmates the characteristics in their houses; also they will be able compare the different kind of spaces.
LEARNING OBJECTIVE(S)
SEQUENCING

Last class students did a short presentation about their future plans, they were able to express using going to

This class Ss will learn parts of house and the functionality saying what they can do there.

Next class students will work on their preferences according with like and don’t like.
ANTICIPATED DIFFICULTIES
ANTICIPATED SOLUTIONS
Students are not be able to identify the different parts of their houses
Children will learn about functionality of each one of the spaces in the house, they will be able to say what they can do
and vocabulary associated with it.
there.
PROCEDURE
MATERIALS
AIM
KIND OF
DURATION
REQUIRED
INTERACTION
1. WARM-UP-ROUTINE
Student will be
20 min
Make exercises following commands.
Blackboard,
conscious about
Teacher and Ss.
Teacher will do an activity based on recognizing shapes and colors, example markers.
their typical
students will paste yellow circles on the sun that teacher will draw on the board in
mistakes and also T
order to recognize the relation existing in those elements.
and Ss will practice
some commands
Teacher and Ss.
doing exercises..
Class interaction.
15 min
Images, Blackboard,
2. TEACHING
Teacher will introduce students some vocabulary about house parts
markers.

3.

PRACTICE
Teacher and Sts.

Students in groups of four or five will complete an observation race solving math
questions with the aim to complete the clues about the parts of the house, finally
they will organize those parts in the correct order pasting them in a house poster.

4. ASSEMENT
Students should paste the pictures of the parts of house on a poster in the
correct order in which they found them and they will present to the rest of
the class the rooms’ name and its functionality,

30 min

Blackboard, markers,
photocopies.

Notebooks, markers.

Ss will do a
creative house
using the pictures
founded in the
observation race.

Teacher and Sts.
20 min
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Appendix 8 Lesson plan 5

DATE: May 5th 2013
TIME: 9 -12:30pm
NUMBER OF STUDENTS: thirteen
TEACHERS’ NAME: Diana Marcela Lozano
LEARNING OBJECTIVE(S)
SEQUENCING

ANTICIPATED DIFFICULTIES

-



LOCATION OF LESSON: fundación alianza social educative
LENGTH OF LESSON: 3 hours
STUDENTS’ CEFR LEVEL: Intermediate children
INTELLIGENCE: MUSICAL INTELLIGENCE
Children will be able to respond and listen teacher’s instructions.
Children will be able to express with short words their feelings about their likes.
During the class teacher makes a review about the last class
This class Ss will learn to express their preferences saying what they like and do not like.
Next class students will work on shapes and colors in quotidian elements
ANTICIPATED SOLUTIONS

Some students are confused and don’t know how to express their
preferences.

1.

Teacher is going to provide students with knowledge about expressing preferences.

PROCEDURE
WARM-UP-ROUTINE

MATERIALS
REQUIRED

AIM

KIND OF
INTERACTION

DURATION

Teacher will socialize the homework and do some exercises.

2.

20 min
Blackboard, markers.

Teacher and Ss.

Lyrics of the song
Blackboard, markers.

Teacher and Ss.
Class interaction.

TEACHING

Teacher will explain the grammar about the verb like and don’t like.

3.

15 minutes

PRACTICE

Teacher will give to the students the lyrics of the son “I like broccoli ice cream” Students
will sing emphasizing on what they like at most, if they like they have to say yes with the
head and if they do not like something they are free to say not with the head obviously
saying “I like or I don’t like”

4.

32

Blackboard,
markers, photocopies.

Student
will understand the
subject

Teacher and Sts.

Students
will sing improving
their pronunciations.

Teacher and Sts.

30

ASSEMENT

Teacher will observe the capacity to express students’ preferences and also their
pronunciation during the song.

Notebooks,
markers,
ball

20 minutes

in
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Appendix 9 Lesson plan 6

DATE: May 24 2013
TIME: 9 -12:30pm
NUMBER OF STUDENTS: thirteen
TEACHERS’ NAME: Diana Marcela Lozano
LEARNING OBJECTIVE(S)
SEQUENCING
ANTICIPATED DIFFICULTIES

LOCATION OF LESSON: fundación alianza social educative
LENGTH OF LESSON: 3 hours
STUDENTS’ CEFR LEVEL: Intermediate children
INTELLIGENCE: VISUAL SPACIAL INTELLIGENCE
At the end of the lesson, students recognize shapes and colors
During the class teacher makes a review about the last class
ANTICIPATED SOLUTIONS

-

Some students are confused and don’t know about the shapes and
different colors.

-

Students do not recognize some vocabulary in order to create more
elaborated sentences.
PROCEDURE
5.

WARM-UP-ROUTINE

Teacher is going to make a short review about the meaning of shapes and colors.

MATERIALS
REQUIRED

AIM

KIND OF
INTERACTION

DUR
ATION

.
Teacher makes a review about the topic seen the last class
Blackboard, markers.

Teacher and Ss.

20
min

6.

TEACHING

Will paste on the board different quotidian elements that have different shapes and
students will identify colors and shapes.

Images, Blackboard,
markers.

7. PRACTICE
Students will go outside and teacher will say : “ touch the circles, touch the squares,
touch dark blue, etc” and students will recognize them.

Blackboard, markers,
photocopies.

8. ASSEMENT
Teacher gives a worksheet to Ss in order to practice the vocabulary.

Notebooks, markers,

Teacher and Ss.
Class interaction.

Student will
understand the
subject

Teacher and Sts.

31

in

30 min

Teacher and Sts.
20 min
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Appendix 10 Interview Transcriptions

1
¿Para ti fue importante aprender el
tema like and dont like con la canción
i dont like bróccoli ? Justifica tu
respuesta. (For you was interesant and
suitablet to learn like and I don’t like
with song I like broccoli ice cream?
Justify your answer.

Sí, para
aprender

Disfrutaste de los juegos y las
dinámicas, juegos al momento de
Sí, para
desarrollar actividades en clase? Si,
recordar
No ¿Por qué? (Did you enjoy the
palabras
games and dynamics when developing
activities? Yes, No. Why?)
¿Disfrutaste de aquellas actividades
donde tenías que trabajar en grupo? O
donde tenías que trabajar solo? Si, No
¿Por qué? (Did you enjoy the activities
where you have to work in group or
did you prefer to work alone? Yes, No.
Why?)
¿En qué momentos te afectaste o te
sentiste mal al momento de hacer una
actividad? (in which moments were
you affected while doing an activity?

Solo,
porque
otros se
burlan

No, me da
igual

2
Sí, más
fácil
aprender
canciones
y temas

Sí, más
fácil que
se queden
las cosas

3

Sí, más
divertido y
aprende
socializando

Sí, más
divertido
aprender por
medio de
juegos

Students
4

5

Sí, es más
fácil de
memorizar

Sí, porque
entiendo a
veces
mejor
cuando
explican la
clase

Sí, porque
siempre no
puede ser
teoría

Sí, porque
también es
más fácil
aprender
porque
uno
entiende y
se divierte

Solo, se
concentra
mejor

Es mejor
hablar en
grupo
porque
uno habla
con
amigos

En grupo,
para
socializar

Solo, para
concentración

En
ninguno

Cuando hacen
algunas
Al momento Cuando no
lecturas que no de
entiendo
son fáciles de
actividades muy bien
comprender

6
Sí, porque
aprendemos
más y
aprendemos
a hablar
inglés más
ligero y
rápido
Si, porque se
desarrolla
más mi
vocabulario
en
actividades
referentes a
inglés
Es mejor en
grupo porque
nos aportan
ideas para
realizar las
actividades

7

Sí

8
Sí, porque
uno así
aprende
más y es
divertido y
uno puede
desarrollar
más el oido

Sí,
porque
es más
fácil y
divertido

Sí, para
entender
más el tema

En grupo
es más
divertido
y mucho
más
parcial

A veces en
grupo como
también
solo porque
así uno
puede
aprender
más

Cuando no
puedo
compartir con
Sí
mis
compañeros
en grupo

En ningún
momento
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1
¿Te gusto la actividad donde tenías
que armar parejas memorizando
verbos en pasado y presente?, fuiste
hábil al momento de desarrollar esa
actividad? ¿Por qué? (did you like the
memory game for learning the verbs in
present and past? Were you skillful
doing that activity? Why?)
¿Disfrutaste de la clase donde tuviste
que dibujar tu comic favorito? (Did
you enjoy the class where you had to
draw and write the story of your
favorite comic?

Sí, porque
soy
inteligente,
tardo un
poco pero
respondo
bien

Sí,

¿Disfrutaste de la clase donde se
trataron temas del medio ambiente? Si,
no ¿por qué?
No
Did you enjoy the class where you
have to discuss about the
environment? Yes, no why?

2
Más o
menos, a
veces no
entiendo
esos
juegos

No, no me
gusta
dibujar

Casi no
entendía
de lo que
estaban
hablando

3
Sí, me gusta el
inglés y me es
fácil la
escritura en
inglés, pero en
algunas
lecturas es
complicado

Si, es divertido
dibujar

Más o menos

Students
4

Sí, porque
son temas
que ya has
visto

Sí, es
divertido

No

5

6
Sí, pero no
No mucho
escribiendo
pero se
tan hábil
entienden
porque a
lo que dice
veces se me
por eso no
dificultan
me parece
algunas
muy difícil
palabras

Sí, pero no
Sí, me
sé dibujar
fascina
muy bien

Si

7

8

Más o
menos

Sí, yo
entiendo
todo con
facilidad

Sí

Normal
porque si
ella hacen
eso es para
entender
mejor pero
si es
chévere

No, no
No
entiendo bien

Más o
menos
porque casi
no se de
esos temas
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Appendix 11 Survey filled from student
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Appendix 12 Survey from students
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Appendix 13 Field Journal Detailed
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Appendix 14 Students Interview Post activities

